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Executive Summary
GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) were commissioned by the Department of Infrastructure, Logistics and
Planning (DIPL) to develop a Road Corridor Assessment for the delivery of road upgrades on
the Tiwi Islands. The objectives for the road improvement program are:


Improve freight efficiency, connectivity, and travel time



Increase safety



Support regional and local economic development



Support Indigenous employment



Culture

The primary roads assessed in the study are as follows:


Pirlangimpi Road (approx. 49 km)



Pickertaramoor Road (approx. 26 km of which 6.1 is sealed)



Paru Road (approx. 9 km)



Milikapiti Road (approx. 30 km)

Pickertaramoor, Pirlangimpi and Paru have current funding of $75 Million for road upgrades.
This is a combined $60 Million of Federal funding and $15 Million of NT Government funding.
Milikapiti Road has been reported on to inform future funding bids.
A secondary road assessment for Ranku Road (approx. 60 km) has also been undertaken. This
assessment is looking at priority sections of road requiring upgrading, primarily to improve
safety or improve flood immunity. This assessment will be provided to the Tiwi Islands Regional
Council, to inform their programming.
The roads are mostly unsealed and road quality is poor, with the wet season significantly
deteriorating the roads with large scours and boggy sections of road reducing driver safety,
accessibility to communities, and increasing maintenance and upkeep costs. Sealing the road
will aim to improve safety and accessibility, as well as enabling economic development for the
Tiwi People, boost the plantation industry and other prospective industry, and improve
indigenous employment outcomes.
Tiwi Islands are located a short 30-minute flight or 3-hour trip via ferry from Darwin. The main
population centres serviced by the roads are Wurrumiyanga on Bathurst Island and Pirlangimpi
and Milikapiti on Melville Island with a total population of over 2,500 people on the islands
including outstation communities also serviced by the roads network.
The Tiwi People are promoting economic development with several Indigenous Business
Enterprises operating in the services industry (Tiwi Enterprises), forestry industry (Tiwi
Plantations Corporation), arts and crafts industry (Tiwi Design Aboriginal Corporation and
Munupi Arts and Crafts Association) and the recreational fishing industry. Further development
of these industries, in particular the long-term forestry industry and potential sandmining
development is dependent on improving the roads on the islands.
The land tenure of the islands is Tiwi Islands Aboriginal Land Trust managed by the Tiwi Land
Council and the roads are under the control and management of the Tiwi Islands Regional
Council.
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Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor and Paru Roads have been designed for upgrade to a sealed road
standard. The design was finalised in early 2019 and was assessed during this project. Overall,
the design drawings appear consistent, constructable, and mostly align with the current
conditions observed on site. Observations and recommendations have been provided in this
report and within a marked-up copy of the drawings in Appendices G-J. The main comments
were on service conflicts near Pirlangimpi, and realignments along the corridor to suit design
speeds, adopt relatively high drainage standards or provide a more cost-effective solution.
GHD undertook a site inspection in March 2021 and have also consulted with a number of
stakeholders, including the Tiwi Land Council, Tiwi Islands Regional Council, various plantation
stakeholders, and Pickertaramoor College. The stakeholders provided input on the road
conditions, as well as comments on their expectations for the upgrade works and some advice
on the design basis. There was overwhelming support for the roads to be upgraded for the
benefit of all people on the islands.
Construction packages worth around $10 Million have been developed. The package size was
chosen to enable works to be completed during the dry season, and to be low enough that it
encourages local contractors to tender for the works. Thirteen packages have been prepared,
split between the primary roads. Of these, nine packages are in the “designed” roads, and four
packages are on Milikapiti Road.
There is an optional package to upgrade the “low road” instead of the recommended “high road”
on Milikapiti Road, where currently the road splits into two on approach to the town.
On Paru Road, early works have commenced up to 4.5 km, funded from an NTG grant to TIRC.
This report has allowed for one package incorporating the remaining road to the Paru barge
landing, including the proposed new crossing and realignment at Paru Bridge.
A summary of the Primary Roads packages is provided below:
Road
Pirlangimpi &
Port access

Pirlangimpi

Pickertaramoor
Pickertaramoor
including
College access
Paru

Milikapiti

Package
No.
C1-1

Chainage from (km)

Chainage to (km)

0 / 0 (Port Access)

C1-2
C1-3
C2-1
C2-2
C2-3
C3-1
C3-2

6.0
16.0
23.5
30.5
38
6.1
15.8 /
0 (College access)

6.0 / 1.93 (Port
Access)
16.0
23.50
30.5
38
46.925
15.8
21.934 /
4.35 (College
access)

C4-1

4.5 /
12.37 /
0 (Barge landing)
1.1 (Barge landing)
0.16
9.2
9.2
20.9
20.9
27.95
20.9
27.95
Intersection and approaches- 27.95 km
Use the construction works on the Milikapiti
road as an opportunity to upgrade/reseal
the community pavements.

M-1
M-2
M-H
M-L
M-3
M-4

Magnitude of
cost ($ Million)
13,108
16,278
12,229
11,436
11,373
14,435
13,502
18,570

16,954
14,322
18,342
13,459
12,478
$422,563
N/A
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The main constraints identified requiring further planning, and approvals are:


Finalisation of the Environmental Notice of Intent (EIS) to obtain NT EPA approval for the
roads upgrades.



Confirming the gravel borrow areas to be utilised and obtaining additional AAPA and TLC
approvals for the work packages.



Confirming the water sources which are limited, particularly toward the end of the dry
season and obtaining AAPA and TLC approvals.



Ranku Road will require AAPA approval for works outside of disturbed footprint.

In addition to the finalising the planning and approvals above, the outstanding items to be
addressed prior to the upgrading of these roads is to agree on the priorities of work, finalise the
design based on the outcomes of this report, and undertake survey and concept design for
Milikapiti road. Further consultation shall be required with TLC and TIRC on the packaging of
works and to agree on the priorities. Service authorities will also require further liaison where
power lines (PWC) and communication cables (Telstra) are impacted at Pirlangimpi.
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1.

GHD Introduction
1.1

Purpose of this report

GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) were commissioned by the Department of Infrastructure, Planning &
Logistics (DIPL) to undertake a Road Corridor Assessment for the delivery of road upgrades for
the Tiwi Islands. The roads assessed in the study were as follows:


Pickertaramoor Road



Pirlangimpi Road



Paru Road



Milikapiti Road



Ranku Road

Of the above roads, Pickertaramoor, Pirlangimpi and Paru are the three roads with current
funding of $75 Million for road upgrades. Milikapiti Road has been reported on to inform future
funding bids.
Ranku Road is a lower standard road in the Tiwi Islands road network. It has been assessed to
assist Tiwi Islands Regional Council in planning their road infrastructure program.
This report details the findings of the Road Corridor Assessment and presents works packages
for the roads.

1.2

Scope and limitations

The scope of works for the Tiwi Islands Road Corridor Assessment (the project) is to deliver a
report that collates the work undertaken for the following Tasks 1 – 3:
•

Task 1

Documentation review

•

Task 2

Road assessment

•

Task 3

Scoping of work packages

Task 1 – Documentation review
Review and analyse background information including existing design documentation, available
road data and other relevant publicly available documents. The objective of this task is to:


Identify and document relevant information for use within the Road Corridor Assessment.

Task 2 – Road assessment
Undertake an assessment of the roads including a site inspection to ground truth current design
drawings. The objective of this task is to:


Identify, map, and analyse the road corridor constraints



Assess and document road corridor condition observations



Evaluate the current road designs to ensure all constraints have been addressed



Consult with and confirm key authorities and Tiwi forestry industry requirements



Identify utility conflicts, constraints, and potential clashes with corridor upgrades
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Task 3 – Scoping of work packages
Develop packages of work to upgrade the roads based on existing designs, roads assessments
and any recommendations from Task 1 & 2. The objective of this task is to:


Recommend improvements for the corridor



Develop proposed packages of work to upgrade the roads



Establish costs for each package to deliver the upgrade works to deliver the upgrade of
works

1.3

Assumptions and Limitations

GHD has undertaken the Road Corridor Assessment based on existing desktop information and
a point of time assessment of the conditions of the roads assessed.
This report: has been prepared by GHD for Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Logistics and may
only be used and relied on by Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Logistics for the purpose agreed
between GHD and the Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Logistics as set out in section 1 of this
report. GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Department of Infrastructure,
Planning & Logistics arising in connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and
conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report. The opinions,
conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered and information
reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation to update this
report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Department of Infrastructure,
Planning & Logistics and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities)],
which GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not
accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report
which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.
GHD has prepared the preliminary magnitude of costs set out in section 4 of this report (“Cost Estimate”)
using information reasonably available to the GHD employee(s) who prepared this report; and based on
assumptions and judgments made by GHD. The Cost Estimate has been prepared for the purpose of
works packaging and must not be used for any other purpose. The Cost Estimate is a preliminary estimate
only. Actual prices, costs and other variables may be different to those used to prepare the Cost Estimate
and may change. Unless as otherwise specified in this report, no detailed quotation has been obtained for
actions identified in this report. GHD does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the [works/project] can
or will be undertaken at a cost which is the same or less than the Cost Estimate.
Where estimates of potential costs are provided with an indicated level of confidence, notwithstanding the
conservatism of the level of confidence selected as the planning level, there remains a chance that the
cost will be greater than the planning estimate, and any funding would not be adequate. The confidence
level considered to be most appropriate for planning purposes will vary depending on the conservatism of
the user and the nature of the project. The user should therefore select appropriate confidence levels to
suit their particular risk profile.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on information obtained
from, and testing undertaken at or in connection with, specific sample points. Site conditions at other parts
of the site may be different from the site conditions found at the specific sample points.
Investigations undertaken in respect of this report are constrained by the particular site conditions, such as
the location of buildings, services and vegetation. As a result, not all relevant site features and conditions
may have been identified in this report. Site conditions (including the presence of hazardous substances
and/or site contamination) may change after the date of this Report. GHD does not accept responsibility
arising from, or in connection with, any change to the site conditions. GHD is also not responsible for
updating this report if the site conditions change.
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2.

Documentation Review
2.1

Background

The Australian Government committed to the upgrade of Tiwi Island roads on Melville Island,
announcing an investment of $60 million in its 2019 Budget. A 20% co-contribution of $15
million from the Northern Territory Government has increased the total funding available to $75
million. Given the magnitude of the funding and seasonal conditions, a Road Corridor
Assessment is required to scope the works and identify key resource constraints.
All roads on the Tiwi Islands are under the control of the Tiwi Islands Regional Council (TIRC).
Although the TIRC is responsible for the management of approximately 925 kilometres of listed
roads and tracks on a land mass of approximately 8,320 square kilometres, the roads are on
Aboriginal Land which is managed by the Tiwi Land Council (TLC) on behalf of the Traditional
Owners.
In recent years, road usage, particularly on Melville Island, has grown with the increased
operations of the timber plantation and population growth. This has impacted the existing gravel
roads that are generally in poor condition and are subject to deterioration and inundation during
the wet season. During the wet season, major weather events cause sections of the roads to
become impassable or subject to prolonged restrictions due to flooding and saturated road
pavements. An upgrade to priority sections of the road will improve flood immunity and reduce
the duration of restrictions and road closures during major weather events.

2.2

Project Purpose

As outlined by DIPL, sealing the selected primary roads on Melville Island will help unlock the
economic potential of the region and open up a range of new long-term economic and social
opportunities for people across the island community. Economic opportunities include tourism,
forestry, mining and energy developments, and employment opportunities in those industries. It
will contribute to the Closing the Gap initiative through improving access to health and
educational services, facilitate social and cultural connections and reduce barriers to
development, including operating costs for business.

2.3

Project Objectives

The core objectives for the project as described by DIPL are to:






Improve freight efficiency, connectivity, and travel time
–

improve access between the major communities that provide essential services such
as medical, educational, police, food stores and Tiwi College at Pickertaramoor

–

reduce mass restriction frequency and duration for heavy vehicles

–

improve flood immunity along the corridor

–

improve travel times along the corridor

Increase safety
–

provide safer overtaking opportunities

–

reduce crash frequencies and severity

Support regional and local economic development
–

improve inter-community connections on Melville Island

–

support the growth of rural populations and the forestry, aquaculture, tourism, mining,
energy, and diversified industries
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–

support existing businesses and industries

–

Continued development with new and existing plantation areas requiring access for
fertilising, spraying, environmental care, and the prevention and fighting of fires

Support Indigenous employment



–

provide opportunities for Indigenous employment and training during the construction
period of the project

–

maximise opportunities for Indigenous Business Enterprise involvement, participation,
growth, and development during the construction period of the project

–

provide a possible sustainable source of future employment out of the ongoing
maintenance of the assets

Culture



–

respect culture and country

2.4

Corridor Overview

DIPL advised the Road Corridor Assessment contains two road categories for assessment.
Table 1 outlines roads selected for a primary road assessment. This makes up the three roads
that will be assessed for funding under the $75 million Tiwi Islands Roads Upgrades program,
and Milikapiti Road which is assessed to inform future funding bids. Table 2 outlines the scope
of the Secondary Road Assessment for Ranku Road for DIPL to provide for a program of works
to TIRC for planning purposes and to inform future funding bids.
Refer to Figure 4 for a map of the roads being assessed.

Table 1

Primary Road Assessment Roads

Road Name

Start Location

End Location

Pickertaramoor
Road

Threeways
Intersection

Pickertaramoor – Tiwi College (start of
sealed internal roads)

Pirlangimpi Road

Threeways
Intersection

Paru Road

4.45 km south of
Threeways
Intersection
Threeways
Intersection

Pirlangimpi Community boundary and
Pirlangimpi Port gate (via separate
access road to approx. 1.93 km)
Paru barge landing (excluding section
of road under construction)

Milikapiti Road
(including both the
‘low’ and ‘high’
road sections)
Table 2

Milikapiti Community boundary and
Milikapiti Barge Landing (via short
access road from Community
boundary)

Approx.
Length
(km)
26
(6.1
sealed)
49
9
30

Secondary Road Assessment Roads

Road Name

Start Location

End Location

Kerinauia Drive
(Kerinua Highway)
/Ranku Road

Wurrumiyanga
Community
boundary

Wurankuwu Barge
Landing

Approx. Length
(km)
60
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Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor and Milikapiti roads comprise the sole access road to each
community, and therefore these roads are key routes on Melville Island requiring year-round
access. Paru Road links these roads to the barge landing on the Aspley Strait providing access
to Wurrumiyanga (Bathurst Island). The four roads meet at or around Threeways intersection.
Ranku Road acts as the access road to the community of Wurankuwu from Wurrumiyanga.
Refer Figure 1 below. Threeways intersection and the first 6.1 km of Pickertaramoor road is twolane sealed. The remaining length of primary and all of the secondary road comprises of
unsealed gravel roads to varying degrees of quality.
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Figure 1

Tiwi Island Map and project roads (DIPL)
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2.5

Summary of documentation

Relative background documentation for the Tiwi Island Roads that was provided to GHD has
been compiled into a document register provided in Appendix A.
The documentation included:


Geotechnical investigation reports



Current design documentation for Pirlangimpi Road (Stages C1 & C2), Pickertaramoor
Road (Stage C3) and Paru Road (Stage 4)



Shapefiles to assist with mapping
–

Centreline for C1, C2 and C3

–

Resource locations

–

Proposed road realignments

–

AAPA clearances including restricted work areas (RWA’s)



Paru Road Bridge – desktop review



Paru Bridge concept design package (Rev 0)



Hydrogeology assessment and roadworks water supply strategy for primary roads



Crash data Melville Island



Tiwi Islands stakeholder list



Various reports on Tiwi Roads Upgrades including Draft Investment Strategy report

2.6

Corridor Conditions

2.6.1

Climate

The climate of the Melville Island region is classified as dry monsoonal with two distinct
seasons, the dry and wet season, and two subsidiary, transitional periods between them. The
wet season is short but intense and occurs from November to March. Melville Island
experiences the highest rainfall in the Northern Territory, with 90% falling within the wet season.
The dry season starts anytime between late March and late May. During this time rainfall is
minimal; the islands are reliant on rain in the wet season to recharge aquifers and maintain
surface water levels.
Climate statistics for Pirlangimpi Airport from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) are provided
below and use all years of available data, from 1963.


Mean temperature

32.5°C (max), 22.3 (min)



Average annual rainfall



Highest rainfall

2767.1 mm



Lowest rainfall

1248.9 mm



Highest monthly rainfall (from 1963 to 2021) 878.8 mm February 2008
in February 2011

1,986.4 mm

1044.8 mm
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Figure 2
2.6.2

Mean rainfall recorded at Pirlangimpi (BOM)

Hydrology

The project area is located within a number of major catchments. These include: Kilu-impini,
Mirikau-yunga, Tjipripu and Takamprimili.
The primary roads excluding Paru Road tend to follow the top of plateau which forms a
catchment divide. This is reflected by the lack of major crossings along Pickertaramoor,
Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti roads.

Figure 3

Major catchments Tiwi Islands (TLC)
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2.6.3

Closures and Restrictions

There is insufficient data recorded for road closures and restrictions in the Tiwi Islands.
However, previous reports, anecdotal evidence, and the site inspection all demonstrate the
impact the wet season has on the roads.
The TIRC will occasionally close sections of road should conditions deteriorate and it becomes
unsafe to drive, and/or high probability of vehicles becoming bogged. Management of road
restrictions and closures has been identified as a challenge for the TIRC.
2.6.4

Crash History

Crash history over the previous ten years was provided for Melville Island, and covers the
primary roads. Over this time 26 accidents were recorded with two fatalities. Both fatalities were
on Pirlangimpi Road, at chainage 14.6 km and 26.2 km. Refer Table 3 for a summary. The most
common accident description was vehicles leaving carriageway. These tended to occur at
horizontal bends, which may indicate that vehicles were either entering the bends at too high a
speed and/or the bends are too sharp for the operating speed of the road. Some of these bends
are being realigned as part of the current design, reflecting the higher design speed of a sealed
road. Signage is also being provided.
Crash history for Ranku Road was not provided.
Table 3

Crash history assessment

Road

Recorded Accident Count

Fatalities

C1 and C2– Pirlangimpi
Road

14

2

C3 – Pickertaramoor Road

1

0

C4 – Paru Road

3

0

Milikapiti Road

8

0

Police were not consulted on traffic management and road safety issues.

2.7

Economic & Social Development

2.7.1

Towns and Communities

There are two major towns on Melville Island: Pirlangimpi and Milikapiti. A third, larger town,
Wurrumiyanga, is located on Bathurst Island and is accessibly by a short barge trip across the
Aspley Strait. Smaller communities and outstations situated on Melville Island include Paru,
Putjamirra, Pickertaramoor (including Pickertaramoor College) and Taracumbi. Refer Figure 4
below for the locations of the communities and outstations. Wurankuwu is located on Bathurst
Island.
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Figure 4

Tiwi Islands Communities & Outstations (NR Maps, NT Gov.)

The populations of the main towns are provided below:


Wurrumiyanga - 1787



Pirlangimpi – 454



Milikapiti - 458

Source: NTG remote town job profiles, 2017
The outstations will have relatively low populations and are not recorded in the census.
The roads proposed for upgrading are key enablers for social and economic outcomes for these
populations. The works will also improve access to health and education services, create jobs,
improve social and cultural connections, improving access to fresh food, reduce cost of vehicle
maintenance and costs for goods and services delivered by vehicle, and reduce barriers to
development, including reducing operating costs for business.
Paru Road is relied upon for access to the barge landing and to Wurrumiyanga, which has
multiple grocery shops, a health clinic, police station, schools, church, and freight service.
Milikapiti Road is also relied on for access to a health clinic. Pickertaramoor road provides
access to the college. Pirlangimpi Road, aside from providing access to the community,
provides access to Port Melville where the plantations export woodchips to Asia.
2.7.2

Extent of current businesses and government service provisions

Tiwi Land Council
The Tiwi Land Council (TLC) is an independent statutory authority of the Commonwealth which
represents the people of Tiwi to manage and protect the environment and culture. They are
responsible for consulting with the Tiwi People, particularly the traditional owners and other
aboriginal people who have an interest in the land. Approvals for development are required from
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the TLC. A TLC Land Use Request Form (LURF) must be submitted to and approved by the
TLC to enable works to take place on the Islands.
The TLC were consulted as part of this project. Refer to Section 3.6 for a summary and the
meeting minutes in Appendix P
Tiwi Island Regional Council
Tiwi Island Regional Council (TIRC) is the local council on the Tiwi Islands and delivers services
including roads and road maintenance, waste management, cemeteries, sport and recreation,
animal health, community engagement, children’s services, building services and management
of outstations.
Income for Tiwi Islands Regional Council is generated by rates and is supplemented by NTG
and Federal grants and subsidies. TIRC is reliant on the grants and subsidies to fund capital
works. They also have a number of assets that could be rented to contractors which would
provide an additional source of funds to the council.
The TIRC were consulted as part of this project. Refer to Section 3.6 for a summary and the
meeting minutes in Appendix P.
Tiwi Enterprise
Tiwi Enterprise is a collection of eight Tiwi Land Owning Groups that have the purpose of
developing economic and employment opportunities for Tiwi people. According to their website,
they are 100% Tiwi owned and operated and undertake the following operations:


Contract (project manager) services



Vehicle hire - Wurrumiyanga



Yard Maintenance Services- Wurrumiyanga and Milikapiti



Milikapiti Workshop- Milikapiti



Management of the Mantiyupwi Motel and a number of Contractor Camps



Maintenance Services



Tiwi Civil



Tuparipiya Bus Service on Melville Island



Milikapiti Farm and Nursery



Freight Facility -Wurrumiyanga



Airport agency services-Wurrumiyanga



Sealink Passenger Ferry-agency services-Wurrumiyanga

Tiwi Partners
Tiwi Partners was established in 2016 as an Indigenous construction company as part a joint
venture with Sitzler, through a process initiated by the TLC and TIRC, working with Tiwi
Enterprise to train and employ Tiwi People on infrastructure projects. They have the capability to
deliver projects across North Australia.
Tiwi Partners have been engaged by DIPL to upgrade the first 4.5 km of Paru Road and this
underway, to be constructed in the 2021 dry season.
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Police
There are two police stations in the Tiwi Island Region. One in Wurrumiyanga on Bathurst
Island, one in Pirlangimpi on Melville Island. Officers based in the Tiwis are responsible for dayto-day policing with general duties, traffic campaigns and marine enforcement.
Education
There are primary schools within Pirlangimpi, Milikapiti, Ranku and Wurrumiyanga. Tiwi College,
in Pickertaramoor, and Xavier College in Wurrumiyanga are secondary schools.
Tiwi College is accessed by Pickertaramoor Road and is a weekly boarding facility. Students
are transported back to their communities by vehicle for the weekends. The College was
consulted as part of this project. Refer to Section 3.6 for a summary and the meeting minutes in
Appendix P
Plantations
Melville Island has a strong forestry industry with about 35,000-hectare plantation of acacia
mangium and pinus caribaea trees exporting woodchips out of the Port at Pirlangimpi. There are
plantations across Melville Island; as such the Primary Roads are vital for transporting workers,
equipment and product.
Midway Limited has major shareholdings over Plantation Management Partners (PMP), who
manage the forestry industry in Tiwi on behalf of the Tiwi Plantation Corporation Trust (TPC).
According to the Midway 2018 Annual Report, PMP has a stockpile capacity of 60,000 tonnes
and 400,00 GMT per annum export capacity.
It is also reported in the NTG Fact Sheet, the export revenue of $25 million to $35 million per
annum to Japan with the possibility to expand the woodchip export market to China. The
plantation business will add between $10 million and to $14 million to the economy and create
between 80 to 100 jobs on the islands.
TPC and PMP were consulted as part of this project. Refer to Section 3.6 for a summary and
the meeting minutes in Appendix P

Figure 5

Plantation industry on Melville Island (DIPL)
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2.7.3

Prospective industry

Tourism
The established tourism businesses operating on the Tiwi Islands are based on promoting the
local history and culture through the making and sale of their artworks and crafts, and
recreational fishing.
There are two arts and crafts businesses on the Tiwi Islands:


Tiwi Design Aboriginal Corporation owns and operates the art centre located at
Wurrumiyanga which produces ochre paintings on canvas and bark, ironwood carvings,
screen printed fabrics, ceramics, bronze, and glass sculptures. Tiwi Design Artists have
made Tiwi Design an intrinsic part of aboriginal art and craft industry in Australia.



Munupi Arts and Crafts Association is located at Pirlangimpi offering works in both
traditional and contemporary mediums. It is wholly indigenous owned and governed
business.



History, culture, arts and crafts tours are operated from Darwin which is only a 30-minute
flight via Tiwi Air or 3-hour trip on the Sea Link Ferry services.

Supporting the recreational fishing industry, the two main accommodation lodges on the Tiwi
Islands are the Munupi Wilderness Lodge located near Pirlangimpi and Melville Island Lodge
near Milikapiti. Barramundi fishing tours with the additional attraction of catching 52 different
species of fish are arranged by companies like Tiwi Islands Adventures who promote the
Lodges as well as the Johnson River Camp.
Future tourism attractions and developments will be identified by Tourism NT who are
embarking on the preparation of a Destination Management Strategy for the Darwin Region
which will include the Tiwi Islands.
Mining & Petroleum Industries
Mining
Currently there are no operating mining or petroleum ventures on Melville Island with
exploration the main industry focus which will require road access to facilitate the investigations.
From the STRIKE - Department of Industry, Tourism and Trade - Tiwi - Petroleum Tenure
mapping the following information is reported:


On the north coast of Melville Island from Lethridge Bay to Cape Van Diemen, there are
recorded deposits of base metals and industrial minerals.



Five exploration licensed areas are recorded between Wurrumiyanga and Cape Fourcroy
that appear to be mainly related to mineral sands.

Matilda Minerals Limited (predecessor of Matilda Zircon) started mining mineral sands (zircon
and rutile) on the Tiwi Islands in 2006 at Andranangoo Creek on Melville Island. After some
trading issues, the revamped company of Matilda Zircom Limited (MZL) resumed mining in the
Lethridge Bay area and mined at Lethridge South and Lethridge West mines between 2009 to
2013 producing concentrate for China. Although these mines were closed in 2013, MZL
submitted a Notice of Intent to the EPA in 2012 for mining of mining tenements at KIlimiraka
which is located 50 km west of Wurrumiyanga and is accessed by 40 km of Ranku Road and
then 30 km south-west along Cape Fourcroy Road. Territory Resources Limited under the
company of MZI Resources Limited submitted an EIS to the EPA in 2013 to mine an estimated
56.2 million tonnes of ore at average grade of 1.6% heavy minerals.
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Preliminary advice from Department of Industry Tourism and Trade is that there is interest by
Rio Tinto in an exploration license on the Tiwi islands for mining bauxite.
Petroleum
From the STRIKE - Department of Industry, Tourism and Trade - Tiwi - Petroleum Tenure
mapping the following information is reported.


One petroleum exploration permit application has been made encompassing the northern
and western coastline as well as the Arafura Sea and



One petroleum exploration permit has been granted over the whole of the Tiwi Islands.

Further information is being sought from Department of Industry Tourism and Trade on the
prospectively of the area.

Agriculture
Forestry plantations for timber and production of woodchips for export is the main agricultural
business on Melville Island as covered in Section 2.7.2 Plantations.
Other agriculture developments are limited; there is potential for developing the buffalo industry
with some interest from a company called Balmoral Enterprises as advised by the TLC and a
horticulture area off Ranku Road about 9 km from Wurrumiyanga.
Additional information is being sought from the Department of Primary Industries and
Department of Chief Minister.
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2.8

Corridor Constraints and Challenges

2.8.1

Geotechnical Investigations

GHD completed a review and assessment of the geotechnical investigation reports provided by
DIPL. Multiple investigations have been undertaken over the years to assess the quality of the
road and quality of material at potential gravel pits. HiQA undertook a geotechnical investigation
for Pirlangimpi to Pickertaramoor and provided recommendations on the suitability of gavel for
road construction. Douglas Partners undertook the geotechnical investigation for Paru Road; no
recommendations were provided in their report.
As identified in the investigations, there are six potential borrow pits along Pirlangimpi Access
Road, three along Pickertaramoor Access Road, and four along Paru Road. These are
described in the below Table 4. Five gravel pits are also identified along Milikapiti Access Road,
from the DIPL Melville Island proposed road upgrades Maps 10-13. However, no investigation
report was provided. The borrow pits identified as having potential for winning gravel suitable for
subbase and base course pavement material are highlighted (bold).

Table 4

Potential gravel pits identified

Pit ID

Road

Chainage (km)
approx.

Description

Pit 1

Paru Road

4.5

Clayey gravel or clayey sandy gravel.

Pit 2

Paru Road

10.0

Material varies from silty, sandy and
clayey gravels.

Pit 3

Paru Road

11.1 (west side of
road)

Material varies from silty, sandy and
clayey gravels
Results look most suitable for fill,
and could be considered as gravel
material with potential for
modifications to make suitable for
pavement.

Pit 4

Paru Road

11.1 (east side of
road)

Silty sandy gravel and sandy clay
material.

TIFP10

Pirlangimpi
Road

2.7

Sandy material, use as fill & subgrade
material.
Expected volume of 100,000 m3

TIFP9

Pirlangimpi
Road

5.2

Sandy material, use as fill & subgrade
material.
Expected volume of 100,000 m3

TIFP8

Pirlangimpi
Road

13.6

Suitable for consideration as gravel
material, potential for modifications
to make suitable for pavement.
Expected volume of 100,000 m3
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Pit ID

Road

Chainage (km)
approx.

Description

TIFP7

Pirlangimpi
Road

23.3

Suitable for consideration as gravel
material, potential for modifications
to make suitable for pavement.
Expected volume of 100,000 m3

TIFP5

Pirlangimpi
Road

40.2

TIFP4

Pirlangimpi
Road

43.4

TIFP3

Pickertaramoor
road

7.1

GP4

Milikapiti Road

GP2

Pickertaramoor
road

12.4

GP1

Pickertaramoor
road

21.5

GP8

Milikapiti Road

20.3

GP7

Milikapiti Road

18.8

GP6

Milikapiti Road

16.2

GP5

Milikapiti Road

13.0

GP4

Milikapiti Road

4.0

Both pits deemed suitable for
consideration as gravel material,
grading envelopes most closely
relate to type 3 material.
Expected combined volume in
excess of 157,000 m3
Poor quality, use only for subgrade & fill
material.
Expected combined volume in excess of
92,000 m3
Both pits deemed suitable for
consideration as gravel material,
potential for modifications to make
suitable for pavement.
Expected combined volume in
excess of 72,000 m3

No data

Overall, the test results for the test pits indicate that:


Quality of the borrow pit material across Melville Island is variable.



Soils described typically as deep sandy red (loamy) earths; classed as clayey / silty sand or
silty / sandy clay. Some gravels.



Borrow pit material is majority highly erodible; soils are friable and sedimentation and
scouring is likely to be an issue which will require review of open drainage requirements to
try and mitigate the risk to the road pavements.



Plasticity Index is moderate, so construction techniques to mix, blend or stabilise material is
likely required to make suitable for basecourse & subbase material.



Decent gravels with low PI are limited and would be best to prioritise to direct the good
gravel (base and subbase) to important roads.
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Majority of pits are more suitable for fill or subgrade material.



Some of the borrow pits were assessed as having more than 100,000 m3 of material.

Additionally, review of road geotechnical investigation pit results highlight that the majority of
ground conditions are a silty fine material with high CBR results. It is recommended to include
further requirements as part of the construction documentation, including additional testing to
demonstrate these conditions prior to construction.
The assessment of gravel quality has been provided in Appendix C.
2.8.2

Water Resources

DIPL have provided water supply investigations on the primary roads. The works, undertaken by
Maria Woodgate of Territory Groundwater Services (TGS), are summarised below.
Water supply for the road upgrades can be sourced from existing waterholes, creeks, springs
and existing bores where permission to use is obtained. Bores may need to be constructed
where there are significant gaps between water sources, or where water sources are not
adequate.
The following criteria was considered for the assessment by TGS:


The nominal water supply per 10 km of road is 3 L/S.



This was recommended to minimise drawdown. Storage infrastructure (tanks or turkey
nests) can be used to mitigate low flow rates.



The feasible carting distance is no greater than 8 km.



Water quality that is brackish-saline was allowable for roadworks, and as such water quality
was not a focus of the investigation. In saying this, all identified water sources for
construction are low salinity.



Bores within 2 km of existing community bore fields run by PWC are strictly out of bounds
unless special permission is obtained.



Contractor shall only take water from sites which have been approved by the local
landowners via Land User Request Forms (LURF) process with the TLC.



Use of existing bores requires permission of current owner and/or users. Approvals should
be provided to the Department with the contractors EMP.

Major nearby creeks to the roads are Blue Water Creek (near Pirlangimpi), Maxwell Creek (near
Yapilika plantation camp), Takapimiliyi Creek (near Pickertaramoor) and Taracumbi Creek
(north of 3-ways off Milikapiti road), and at the Paru Bridge. There is a high chance of saline
groundwater near coast, otherwise high chance of fresh groundwater inland.
Additionally, TGS have concern over the availability of water and the performance of bores
during the dry season. Their site investigations took place during July 2019; after consecutive
poor wet seasons, anecdotal evidence suggested the water tables were lower than usual, and
bores were performing poorly or starting to fail. The wet season of 2020/2021 was above
average and it is expected the groundwater aquifers will have sufficiently replenished. However,
future below average wet seasons may result in similar conditions which could impact the
availability of water resources for construction. Even after a decent wet season, some surface
water sources are still likely to cease flowing by the end of the dry season so should be
accessed early after the end of the wet season. Groundwater levels are still recommended to be
monitored and no bore extraction should occur within 500 m from any domestic water supply
bore including community bore fields.
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A detailed summary of the existing and proposed water sources for construction purposes for
the primary roads is provided in Appendix D.

2.8.3

AAPA Clearances

AAPA clearances have been provided for Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor, Paru, and Milikapiti
roads. The clearances cover works associated with major road works including all preconstruction, construction, re-construction, upgrading, and maintenance activities associated
with roads, infrastructure and all earth disturbing works including road widening and reforming.
The proposed road alignment for the designed roads remains within the AAPA corridor and do
not impact any of the identified restricted areas.


C2018_033 AAPA and Restricted Work Areas Certificates
–



C2009_129 AAPA and Restricted Work Areas Certificates
–



Milikapiti Road There are some restricted work areas (RWA’s) along Milikapiti Road
however these are mostly in town and should not affect any upgrades.

C2020087 AAPA and Restricted Work Areas Certificates
–



Pirlangimpi Road and Pickertaramoor Road. No restricted work areas identified.

C202014 AAPA and Restricted Work Areas Certificates
–



Milikapiti Community. There are some RWA however these will not impact proposed
road works.

C2016_124 AAPA and Restricted Work Areas Certificates
–



Pirlangimpi Community. There are some RWA however these will not impact proposed
works.

Paru Road including barge landing. There are some RWA identified at the southern
end of the road towards the barge landing. These appear clear of the proposed area of
disturbed works, however the RWA should be noted by the contractor to avoid
disturbing them. The RWAs are not shown in the drawings.

No AAPA clearance is available for Ranku Road; any maintenance and upgrading works
outside of the disturbed footprint of the existing Ranku Road will require AAPA clearance to
be obtained to avoid damage to sacred sites.

From the stakeholder consultation, TLC have concerns regarding the AAPA clearance for gravel
pits and water sources so it will be important to ensure AAPA certificates and TLC approval is
sought for the resources identified to be used in construction.
2.8.4

Environmental approvals

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been prepared by AECOM for Paru Road. This
is currently with the Northern Territory Environment Protection Authority (NT EPA) for approval.
A separate EIA is being prepared by GHD, for Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor, and Milikapiti
Roads. The reports include a terrestrial biodiversity survey, traffic impact assessment,
environmental risk assessment, construction environment management plan framework
(CEMP), and erosion and sediment control plan (ESCP) framework.
The objective of the EIAs is to provide the NT EPA notification of proposed construction works,
identify and assess the potential environmental impacts of proposed construction works, and
display that the works will satisfy the minimum requirements and not have unacceptable
consequences. The EIAs will include mitigation measures and a CEMP framework shall be
prepared, which will provide guidelines for contractors to develop their own compliant CEMP.
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The CEMPs objective is to ensure that appropriate environmental protection and mitigation
measures are implemented to prevent negative impacts on the surrounding environment.
Matters that will be considered in the EIA documentation will also include:


Alternatives under consideration (location, timeframes, activities) e.g. design options to
realign through undisturbed areas or maintain route in disturbed areas



Landscape / landform changes and modifications



Water use locations and wastewater volumes, rate, and discharge



Air quality sources of emissions



Noise sources of emissions

It is expected the EIA for Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor, and Milikapiti Roads will be submitted to
the NT EPA in the third quatre of (2021).

2.8.5

Paru Bridge

Paru Bridge is a single lane crossing located on a bend with unsealed approaches. Periodic
work has been undertaken to provide continual access until upgrade works are undertaken. The
most recent work is the implementation of 20 mm thick steel road plate over the bridge deck, as
a short-term solution to cover the holes appearing on the deck, to maintain trafficability over the
deck. In the long term, a new crossing is required, and road realignment of the approaches is
also recommended.
A concept design undertaken by Aurecon for a new road and crossing alignment was submitted
to DIPL in May 2021. The preferred alignment of the new works is to the north of the existing
bridge and will feature two separate water crossings. It is proposed to install 2 / 2.1 x 2.1 m
RCBS at the south crossing. At the north crossing, three options were presented to DIPL, being:
1.

Bridge Crossing – 20 m single span bridge

2.

9 / 2.1 x 2.1 m RCBC

3.

11 x 2.1 m RCP

Option 3 was recommended to DIPL, due to simplified construction and lower cost.
It is noted that the road alignment design has been proposed to be adopted to suit a road
design criterion which has a design speed of 110 km/hr and design vehicle of an A-Triple road
train (Type 11 53.4 m). The chosen design vehicle has higher geometric and traffic loading
requirements in comparison to the chosen design vehicle for the existing road design, but the
assumption is that this has been made to allow for future upgrades to the road geometrics and
traffic loading while not impacting the bridge requirements. The proposed cross section consists
of a 9 m wide carriageway with 2 x 3 m wide lanes as per NTG Standard Drawing CS3003 for
rural sealed roads Type B. This is consistent with the current road design by WSP.
The works fall within the existing AAPA clearance and will tie into the designed road. Refer
Figure 6 below for concept layout from Aurecon.
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Figure 6

Paru Bridge concept design (Aurecon)

Note that the current design drawings from WSP follow the existing alignment at Paru Bridge.
The new sealed road will need to tie into the realigned bridge approaches. The designer for the
bridge approaches should be provided the current design documentation (including native CAD
files or model) for the bridge approach to tie into the road.
GHD has conducted a desktop assessment to ascertain assumed tie-in points for the new
approach alignment to the proposed bridge. The assumption is that current designed alignment
from chainage 7,550 m to 8,550 m, will no longer be required to be reconstructed. GHD has
considered the potential locations based on correction of road formation geometrics and
elevation of any changes to superelevation in the vertical alignment with changing road
directions.
2.8.6

Design and other road constraints

Constraints in the designs for the roads and for existing conditions are detailed in Section 3.5.
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2.9

Risks, Challenges, Opportunities and Constraints

2.9.1

Risks

A risk register has been compiled and is based on existing information garnered from available
documentation. The risk register is provided in Appendix B.
High risks have been identified in the areas of:


Design



Reputation



Cost



Safety

After proposed risk treatments, the risk ratings drop to either significant or moderate. As shown
below in Table 5.
Table 5

High risks identified for delivery of the road corridor

Risk
ID

Risk event

Risk
Description

Existing risk
controls

Rating

Risk treatment

2

Design

Required
design
standards
can't be met
due to
corridor
access,
cultural and
environmental
constraints

High

Agreement
between TLC,
TIRC, AAPA,
NTG (DIPL &
EPA)

Moderate

3

Reputation

High

Implementation of
works priorities
recommendations

Moderate

36

Cost

High

Early
procurement
process to ensure
availability

Significant

40

Safety

Works are
carried out on
ease of
upgrade
rather than
achievement
of project
objectives
Limited
availability of
resources
resulting in
increased
cost and
project delays
Personnel
injury during
construction

Designs
standards
are achieved
through
negotiations
between
DIPL, Tiwi
Island Land
Council
(TLC) & Tiwi
Lands
Regional
Council
(TRC), AAPA
& EPA
Review of
designs for
Primary
roads and
works
proposals for
Secondary
roads.

High

Experienced
contractors
selected. Ensure
contractor has
appropriate safety
procedures

Moderate

Adhering to
legislative
requirements
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2.9.2

Challenges and constraints

Challenges and Constraints are covered in the Report.
2.9.3

Opportunities

Opportunities are in line with the project objectives detailed in Section 2.3, Both the NT and
Australian Governments key funding objectives of improving economic development, supporting
indigenous employment, and upskilling Tiwi people. The opportunities identified for the works
are:


Train and provide on job experience to local Tiwi people, providing skills that can be used
to:
–

Undertake maintenance of the roads once constructed or work in other roadworks jobs
on the Tiwis (e.g. through TIRC and Plantation Management Partners)

–

Work for private businesses in providing services to the construction camps,
maintenance workshops, supplies etc.

–

Work outside of the Tiwis (e.g. with Tiwi Partners)



To ensure point one is achieved, the project has an Indigenous employment target of 30%
local Indigenous people. Meeting this target could be a challenge due to the lack of skilled
personnel and personnel ready to work and to be trained.



Support private investment, grow the forestry industry and other ventures. All weather
access and reduced maintenance costs on vehicles reduces risk and encourages business.



Use mobilised contractors to upgrade roads in the communities or undertake other works
as required



Establish gravel pits and bores for use by TIRC

TLC were strong in support for the project saying the upgrade of the road network benefits all
the people on the Tiwi Islands and construction needs to commence as a matter of urgency.
This was supported by all the key stakeholders.
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3.

Road Corridor Assessment
3.1

Existing Design

Design drawings provided were reviewed for upgrading the Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor and
Paru Roads to a sealed single carriageway. The design was undertaken by Opus and WSP and
finalised in 2019. The design can be broadly broken up into the following:
Table 6

Design Stages

Road

Control
Line

Chainage
from (km)

Chainage to
(km)

Stage (C#)

Pirlangimpi to
Threeways
Port Access
Pirlangimpi to
Threeways
Threeways to
Pickertaramoor
Threeways to
Pickertaramoor
Threeways to
Pickertaramoor

RS01

0.0

23.5

1

RS06
RS01

0
23.5

1.93
46.65

1
2

RS02

8.5

21.93

3

RS11

0

0.284

3

RS10

0

4.346

3

Paru

RS40

0

12.37

4

Paru barge access

RS40a

0

1.01

4

3.1.1

Design Cross Section Geometrics

The proposed typical cross section is a 9.0 m carriageway width, with 2 x 3.0 m lanes and a
7.0 m seal. This aligns with the current NTG Standard Drawing CS3003 for rural secondary
roads (Austroads Class 4, cross section type B, Vehicles Per Day < 500 projected volume).

Figure 7

Proposed typical cross section from current design
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3.1.2

Alignment



The design has been done in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road Design 2010.



The design drawings state the design speed along the main alignments is 110 km/h for C1
(start of Pirlangimpi Road) and C4 (Paru Road), and 100 km/h for C2 (continuation of
Pirlangimpi Road) and C3 (Pickertaramoor Road).
–

Design reports state that a design speed of 100 km/hr had been specified in the RFQ
however after a design review meeting it was decided the design speed should be
increased to 110 km/hr

–

It is assumed that the design drawings showing design speed of 100 km/hr is a drafting
error as it contradicts the design report

–

The posted speed limit is to be 10 km/h lower than the design speed (i.e. 100 km/h)



The design vehicle is a semi-trailer with the check vehicle a B- Double at intersections and
triple road trains on the road.



The proposed realignments in the design were reviewed against Austroads Guide to Road
Design (2017). It is noted that there are several proposed horizontal realignments with a
radius of 650 m on a superelevation of 3%. This does not meet Austroads requirements
which, as per Austroads Figure 7.7, for a 100 km/h operational (85th Percentile) speed and
+3% superelevation, the curve radius should be no less than 880 m. For these bends, there
appears scope to provide a horizontal curve with a more generous radius. Alternatively, the
superelevation could be increased to +4% however, due to the large volumes of heavy
vehicles, it is recommended to increase the curve radius. The location of the substandard
curves are listed in Table 7 below.



Note that the original design was completed in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road
Design 2010. GHD has conducted a review based on Austroads Guide to Road Design
2017 – current at the time of the assessment. In March 2021 the Austroads Guide to Road
Design was rereleased however, the 2021 Guide has not been reviewed against the current
design.

Figure 8

Minimum Curve Radius Austroads (2017)
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The substandard realignments are listed below in Table 7.
Table 7
Stage

Realignments Proposed (substandard horizontal)
Chainage
approx.(km)

Length of
bend (m)

Bend Radius
proposed
(m)

Bend Posted
speed (km/h)

Bend superelevation
(%)

7.4

348.69

700

100

3

7.8

520.83

641

100

3

10.5

349.01

700

100

3

11.4

349.01

700

100

3

15.4

349.11

750

100

3

25.9

1233.62

700

100

3

28.1

633.11

825

100

3

35.8

287.38

800

100

3

C3

8.5 (tie in
point)

24.13

750

100

3

C4

1.8

149

700

100

3

C1

C2

3.1.3

Stormwater drainage



The reviewed design drainage standards adopted for the project, has been Q5 for table
drains, Q10 for culvert sizing, and Q100 for overtopping. Road cross drainage of Q10 would
normally be considered in the context of the road being trafficable at Q10 and protected for
Q10 flood immunity.



Time of closure is less than 12 hours for a Q100 event. This is considered a significantly
high standard that is more typical of national highways.



Objectively, the Tiwi Islands does not need to meet such a high standard. Reducing the
hydrology standard will reduce costs and simplify construction, due to contribution of
reduced drainage structures and reduction in fill material, which is a significant contributor
to the costs of this project.



It is likely that during storms, water will rise and fall relatively quick. Rather than having
major drainage structures, instead smaller sized relief culverts, more frequently along the
road alignment, could be provided along the roadway to maintain water flow. This would
potentially reduce restriction of water flow passages, whilst minimising flooding of pavement
layers.
–



DIPL minimum size RCP culverts are 450 mm diameter for rural road crossings and
RCBC culverts is 450mm x 300mm. The adoption of these minimum sizes is based on
addressing blockages and ease of cleaning and maintenance on rural roads.

Reinforced concrete box culverts are proposed in the design. Alternatively, reinforced
concrete pipes could be used for ease of construction and reduced costs. Cover above the
pipes does not appear to be an issue due to the design lifting the road formation.
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The design needs to consider low scour velocities due to the friable soils, otherwise erosion
is likely to occur. Drop structures or other forms of protection are recommended along the
table drains where offlets cannot be provided (e.g. sections of cut). If not, higher
maintenance will be required to manage erosion and it is likely that the local council will not
have the resources to undertake this work to a higher level of maintenance.

3.1.4

Pavement

Review of the design has the pavement design life set at 20 years.
GHD notes from the Detail Design Reports, no traffic counts or data was available for the
development of the original designs. As such, the traffic assessment had an adopted AADT of
100 vehicles (per lane) with 50% heavy vehicle (single unit) and an annual growth of 2%. This
traffic assessment was utilised to develop a flexible pavement design which consisted of:


Wearing course of two coat spray seal (S10E) 7 mm + 14 mm aggregate



AMC1 Prime coat



150 mm Base Layer Type 2



150 mm Sub-base Type 2



Subgrade CBR minimum 10%

Pavement design is based on a Design Traffic (ESA) of 1.7 x 106 with 50% heavy vehicles. In
assessing the above pavement design, the cumulative damage factor (CDF) accumulates to 2.3 x 10-1 which is suitable.
In discussions with DIPL, GHD are aware DIPL are looking to target a design life of 30 years. To
determine if the current pavement design is suitable, GHD has rechecked the Design Traffic to
new adopted ESA of 2.06 x 106 with 50% heavy vehicles. Assessing with the revised Design
Traffic ESA, the current pavement treatment, as detailed above, appears to be suitable for a
pavement design life of 30 years. The revised cumulative damage factor (CDF) for 30-year
design life, accumulates to 2.83 x 10-1 which is suitable.
Though the current pavement design treatment may be technically suitable for 30-years design
life, this will still be dependent on potential contractor complying with the design specifications
and achieving the design requirements. Maintenance during the design life will be necessary to
maintain the pavement in its optimum conditions which includes maintaining the open drainage
and drainage structures.
As advised during engagement with stakeholders, the estimated traffic is considered
conservative and in terms of the heavy vehicle traffic it is near to the traffic on the road during
the plantation harvest periods (currently two harvests per year).
3.1.5

Milikapiti Road and Ranku Road

There are no current designs for the Milikapiti and Ranku Roads. Data provided for the Milikapiti
Road included AAPA clearance and RWA’s, resource locations (water and gravel), accident
locations, and proposed realignments. No data is available for Ranku Road.
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3.2

Cost Estimate

3.2.1

WSP Design Cost Estimates

A cost estimate was provided for the four stages. The estimates were provided with the final
design reports dated 2019. A 3% increase has been assumed for the purposes of this project.
The primary drivers of cost for this project are the pavements and spray seal works.
Mobilisation/demobilisation and ongoing costs are also high due to the remote location and
transport difficulties.
Table 8

Cost Estimate summary (existing design)

Road

Stage

Total Schedule of Rates
(excl. GST)

Length
(km)

$ Mill /
km

$ Mill / km
x 3%

Pirlangimpi to
Threeways

C1

$30,633,000

23.5

$1.30

$1.34

Pirlangimpi to
Threeways

C2

$28,640,455

23.425

$1.22

$1.26

Threeways to
Pickertaramoor

C3

$22,238,273

17.8

$1.25

$1.29

Paru Road

C4

$15,578,636

13.3

$1.17

$1.21

3.3

Services

From the design drawings, Dial Before You Dig information, PWC records and the site
inspection, services have been identified at Pirlangimpi and Ranku, which will be impacted by
the proposed works.
At Pirlangimpi, the design nominates relocation of powerlines, and a Telstra underground cable
is within the disturbed area in the cut batters. There are also two water mains crossing the road
at approximately chainage 2.12 km and 3.04 km. The mains are from PWC water bores and are
DICL pipe under the road then back to PVC. The pipes will need to be located and depth of
cover confirmed it meets PWC standards. If not, protection of the pipe may be required such as
cement stabilised sand. The road is not allowed to cross PVC pipe.
Along Ranku Road, an overhead power line and underground water main follow the road for
7.1 km from the airport gate, through to the bore fields.
Refer to Appendix E for a map of the PWC assets at Pirlangimpi and Ranku.
There are PWC assets within Milikapiti, however these are within the town and are not located
along the access road being assessed.
GHD provided a request to PWC with drawings and also met with PWC officers to explain the
impact of the road on services. Communication have also been held with Telstra.
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3.4

Site Inspection

GHD undertook a site inspection over 4 – 6 March 2021. The site inspection objectives were to
observe and record road condition, constraints, corridor widths, pavement types, drainage
infrastructure, alignment, utility conflicts, etc, and ground truth the current design drawings.
GoPro dashcam video footage was also recorded and where available, ground truthing of the
current design drawings was undertaken. Additionally, GHD engaged with local stakeholders
such as the TIRC, TLC and Pickertaramoor College.
The site inspection took place in the middle of the wet season and there had been significant
rain the weeks preceding the site inspection. Although there was no rain during the site
inspection, the impact of the wet season was still clearly visible with extreme scours, rutting, bog
holes and water ponding observed.
Overall, the design drawings appear consistent, constructible, and mostly align with the current
conditions observed on site. Possible sections for realignment to achieve safer and more costeffective designs were considered during the inspection and are reported on in Section 3.7.5.
Section 3.5 (below) describes the constraints and existing conditions identified during the site
inspection. Photos of significant constraints and issues on each of the designed roads are
provided in Appendix F.
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3.5

Constraints and Existing Conditions

3.5.1

Pirlangimpi to Threeways stage one (C1) constraints

Table 9

C1 ground truthing summary

Road
Pirlangimpi RD

Reference
R17-3051

Chainage (km)
0.178

Item
Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD
Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3051
R17-3051

0.200
0.500

Drainage
Intersection

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3051

0.510

Services

Assessment Comment
Drainage problems evident (Maintenance grading was
being done at the time of inspection).
Improving existing drainage along new location.
Track to access sewer ponds. Is this track to be
retained? Or will sewer pond access be off port access
road?
There is an overhead power line and Telstra cables
conflicting with the designed road alignment.
The design could be realigned to reduce impact on the
power poles.
PWC approval required for design where their assets
are to be relocated.
There is a rising main running beside the roadway as
noted in the drawings. PWC have advised this main has
been abandoned. Where road alignment was
constrained with power pole and communications on
one side and rising main on other side, this is no longer
the case.

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3051

0.590

Services

Costs of any relocations need to be known up front
otherwise expensive to address later and potential to
cause additional time and cost delays to project.
Telstra cable marker identified on site on west side of
road.
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Road
Pirlangimpi RD

Reference
R17-3051

Chainage (km)
0.600

Item
Services

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

0.600

Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

0.750

Intersection

Assessment Comment
Pipe observed running beside floodway over the
watercourse - assumed this is rising main noted in the
drawings.
Note PWC have stated this main is abandoned. The
pipe is not noted to be removed in the drawings,
however if it is decided to remove the pipe, PWC
approval will still be required.
Major existing drains & floodway (floodway provided in
design should address the drainage)
Intersection with road heading towards port road. Sight
distances are ok.
Check if road is required, as it is not proposed as main
road into town. Is a short cut to port required? Double
up on roads that need to be maintained.

Pirlangimpi RD

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

R17-3052

0.900 to 1.30

1.040

Alignment

Drainage

Road could possibly be used as main road into town if
the relocation of services proves too
complicated/expensive along proposed alignment, or
alternative realignment described below is not feasible.
Proposed road realignment results in services relocation
(power poles, Telstra cable).
Could there be savings in increasing the radius of
horizontal curve to avoid fills in obvious drainage
channels and avoid Power Poles? There is potential to
realign through "vacant lot" to avoid disturbing services
subject to TIPL & TLC approval.
Services in the last section heading into the community
after realignment will still be impacted as this cannot be
avoided. It is important to determine impacted services
and proposed locations now prior to construction.
Scour velocities need to be checked to minimise
scouring of easily erodible soil.
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Road
Pirlangimpi RD

Reference
R17-3052

Chainage (km)
1.300

Item
Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

1.300

Miscellaneous

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

1.350

Services

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

1.400

Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3052

1.55

Intersection 6

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3056

3.730

Intersection RS07

Pirlangimpi RD
Pirlangimpi RD
Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3058
R17-3060
R17-3062

4.520
6.200
7.800

Intersection
Intersection
Horizontal curves

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3065

9.700

Constructability

Pirlangimpi RD
Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3065
R17-3067

10.0
10.500

Miscellaneous
Horizontal curve

Assessment Comment
Sandy low area, however proposed design is lifting
section and providing offlets so should be ok.
Main road leading into town (as per design) is a track
overgrown with vegetation and in poor condition.
Currently most traffic is turning down the port road.
Overhead powerline, road design in relation to power
poles should be reconsidered.
Check if drainage impacts of road realignment are
considered, where existing offlet is shown.
Intersection 6: recommend left turn slip lane to Port
Access Road off Pirlangimpi Road.
Need to check with Tiwi Plantations. Currently traffic
(heavy transport) has right of way to port. Loaded trucks
will prefer to have unhindered access.
Proposed intersection of plantation track, sight lines are
fine.
Low-level forestry track to match in is OK
Low-level track to match in is OK
In terms of meeting design speed & safety, best option
could be to increase radius without too much extra cost.
Need to widen bend to meet 2017 Austroad design
standards (for 100 km/h and 3% super-elevation, curve
radius should be 880m).
Contractor to take care as cross sections show table
drain work extends in the goshawk nest area. Note
should suffice.
Potential water supply point noted.
Horizontal bend ok for current gravel standard.
For sealed road, need to increase radius of curve to
meet 2017 Austroad design standards (for 3% superelevation, curve radius should be 880m).
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Road
Pirlangimpi RD

Reference
R17-3067

Chainage (km)
10.800

Item
Constructability

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3067

11.000

Quantities

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3067

11.100

Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD
Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3072
R17-3072

14.000
14.100

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3072

14.170

Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3077

17.400

Drainage

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3082

20.800

Alignment

Pirlangimpi RD

R17-3083

23.300

Horizontal curve

Assessment Comment
Low level track for the plantation. Will contractor match
in track? How will it work with table drains? Need to
consider drainage and whether a small culvert would be
required.
Could provide typical detail for matching into tracks.
Relatively long section requiring fill through 10.175 12.250. Road is in low, flat area so probably required.
Unable to visually verify onsite the drainage path for
truthing
Water Supply point noted.
Two historic accidents on this curve. Curve is proposed
to be realigned and signposted hazard warning. There
is no restriction on increasing the radius and for 4%
elevation and 100 km/h operational speed, radius of 650
m is ok. There is some potential assessment available
to consider increase of the radius to reduce the
proposed 4% elevation down to 3% which has the
potential to make traffic flow path more acceptable for
heavy vehicle to achieve posted speed limit of 100
km/hr and reduce hazard of over-turning.
Some drainage issues noted onsite with slight variance
in levels, this will be corrected in the design.
No signs of drainage issues noted during inspection.
However, drainage is driving the road design (levels,
features etc. and major culvert 13 x 1200x600 RCBC
proposed).
Section of significant cut proposed in design. 5% grade.
Could decrease gradient to reduce cut. Steep batters.
Erodible soils. May get scouring and sand washed down
road. Potential for drop structures or other protection
works.
For 4% elevation and 100 km/h radius of 650 m is ok –
minimum requirement met but could improve curve
radius without too much extra cost.
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Road
Pirlangimpi RD

Reference
R17-3086

Chainage (km)
23.500

Item
Miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
End C1 / Start of C2

Table 10 C1 ground truthing summary (Port Access Road)
Road
Port Access RD
Port Access RD

Reference
R17-3089
R17-3090

Chainage (km)
0.590
0.7

Item
Services
Drainage

Port Access RD
Port Access RD
Port Access RD

R17-3090
R17-3090
R17-3091

0.900
1.150
1.300

Intersection
Miscellaneous
Drainage

Port Access RD
Port Access RD

R17-3091
R17-3091

1.35.
1.70

Intersection
Drainage

Assessment Comment
Telstra cable marker identified on site.
Culvert 03 - could not locate existing culvert but
proposed location for new culvert is ok.
Intersection to be retained and matched in ok.
Existing tree line noted on site as per drawing
Culvert 02 - could not locate existing culvert but
proposed location for new culvert is ok.
Track to be retained and matched in ok.
Culvert 01 ok
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3.5.2

Pirlangimpi to Threeways stage two (C2) constraints

Table 11 C2 ground truthing summary
Road
Pirlangimpi Rd

Reference
R17-4157

Chainage (km)
25.200

Item
Services

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4158
R17-4159

25.820
26.500

Drainage
Alignment

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4160

26.995

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4161

27.900

Truck Bay

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4162

28.200

Intersection

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4162

28.250

Intersection

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4163

29.000

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4163

29.070

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4163

29.400

Drainage

Assessment Comment
Yapilika Forestry intersection RS21
Water services noted at intersection (air valve).
Not detailed in the design drawings. Confirm if there is a
water services main beside road and if this will impact
construction.
Proposed culvert 02 ok.
Horizontal curve ok for current gravel standard.
For sealed road, need to widen curve to meet 2017
Austroad design standards (for 3% super-elevation,
curve radius should be 880m).
Drainage issues evident, design proposes to lift road
which is required.
Looks like there is an existing truck layby on south side
of road. No provision in design for truck rest/load
checking areas. Road network does not involve
travelling long distances. Check with Tiwi Plantation if
required.
Likely to require flattening batters at intersection to tie in
access track.
Second intersection to Yapilika Forestry (east). Located
on a bend. Sight distances are ok.
Water overtopping the road. Culvert is proposed in
design.
Design includes table drains and offlets in this area
which are required. Scouring of existing table drains so
need to be careful of flow velocities. Design drop
structure and protection works where required.
Good drainage provided in the proposed design;
problems evident currently at proposed locations for
drainage structure.
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Road
Pirlangimpi Rd

Reference
R17-4164

Chainage (km)
29.800

Item
Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4165

30.600

Alignment

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4166

31.000

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4168
R17-4169

32.500
32.910

Drainage
Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4169
R17-4171

33.100
34.095

Surface
Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4172

34.600

Intersection

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4173

35.400

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4174
R17-4174
R17-4175

36.120
36.235
37.050

Drainage
Drainage
Alignment

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4175
R17-4176
R17-4177
R17-4178
R17-4179

36.850
37.700
38.310
38.910
39.440

Drainage
Surface
Surface
Drainage
Drainage

Assessment Comment
Silt, drainage issues over flat section below natural
surface. Design is lifting and providing culverts should
address.
Long straight section requiring fill to lift and give
formation.
Lower section along road (not so low below N/S windrows exaggerate).
Proposed culvert ok.
Sag in roadway - should have a culvert at this location if
cross flow occurs.
Silt over roadway from scouring, silty sandy clayey soils.
Drainage down gradient, check if outlets cater for
drainage.
Plantation Road intersection comes in at this location
and may need to be considered.
Check where access tracks are proposed to be
maintained and tied in to match levels of new road. Will
this actually work? What happens to table drains?
Need to consider drainage and whether a small culvert
would be required. Could provide typical detail for tieing
into tracks.
Proposed culvert 14 ok.
Low area, silt from scouring washed into sag.
Proposed realignment ok with the speed reduction in
place.
Proposed culvert 15 ok.
Silt, loose material washed over/down road.
Silt, loose material washed over/down road.
Major scouring, proposed culvert 16 ok.
Bog hole formed, but proposed design has road lifted
with outlets, should be ok.
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Road
Pirlangimpi Rd

Reference
R17-4179

Chainage (km)
39.700

Item
Miscellaneous

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4179

39.800

Intersection

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4180

40.200

Miscellaneous

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4180
R17-4180

40.250
40.500

Alignment
Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4180
R17-4182
R17-4182
R17-4182
R17-4183

40.900
41.230
41.300
41.450
41.930

Drainage
Drainage
Drainage
Drainage
Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4184

42.990

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4184
R17-4185

42.998
43.400

Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4185
R17-4186

43.550
43.918

Miscellaneous
Drainage

Assessment Comment
Rolla Plains turn off here, this section of road heading
towards Threeways has been identified as a priority to
improve by several stakeholders.
Major cut so maintaining access to existing sidetrack will
be a problem. Need to discuss with users & investigate if
track still required.
Accident on bend. Realignment is proposed. For 4%
elevation and 100 km/h radius of 650 m is ok.
Natural surface drops away to south on existing road.
Drainage issues evident, good design proposed culvert
18 ok.
Scouring down gradient.
Culvert 19 ok.
Bog hole over road.
Scouring.
Culvert 20 at chainage 41.95 is not at the sag at
chainage 41.93 but invert levels are ok, will drain.
Existing outlets closer than 200 m on ground (approx.
100 m). Note to be amended.
Culvert 21 ok.
Significant fills in proposed design. Fill starting around
42.9 km. Could take point at chainage 43.481 then
grade back down. Can reduce grade so not as much fill
is required.
Fill continues to 44.150 but may not be required. The
road alignment is along a ridge. Fill in the undulations
but may not need to lift as much.
Low speed bends 50 km/h.
Gravel Pit.
Culvert 23 ok.
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Road
Pirlangimpi Rd

Reference
R17-4186

Chainage (km)
44.340

Item
Miscellaneous

Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd
Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4187
R17-4189
R17-4190

44.950
46.100
46.800

Drainage
Drainage
Drainage

Pirlangimpi Rd

R17-4190

46.925

Miscellaneous

3.5.3

Assessment Comment
Undulating terrain – low speed environment.
Constrained vertical and horizontal alignment.
Ridge at start of horizontal bend and reduced speed
(40 km/h) zone. Ridge explains why reduced speed
rather than realignment is proposed.
Culvert 24 ok.
Check drainage where existing overland run-off is.
Fill proposed in design required to bring level with
Threeways and help drainage. Proposed tie into existing
seal ok. Could maybe make speed 80 km/h (as no
passing lanes) over already constructed Threeways
intersection.
End Pirlangimpi Road at Threeways.

Pickertaramoor to Threeways stage three (C3) constraints

Table 12 C3 ground truthing summary
Road
Pickertaramoor
Rd

Reference
R17-3891

Chainage (km)
n/a

Item
miscellaneous

Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3893

n/a

miscellaneous

n/a

0 to 6.1

miscellaneous

n/a

6.1 to 8.5

miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
Earthworks note 4 - Contractor to provide levels (not
superintendent). DIPL may prefer some of the notes
covered in the RFT Construction Specification removed
and let the Specification take precedence. This applies
to all Design Stages.
Note 1: Drawing No. reference?
Existing sealed road in good condition, no comments on
required improvements.
Gap of unsealed road section from end of seal at 6.1 km
to design at 8.5 km.
Section requires design and check that survey is
available
Road is winding in sections with variable vertical
alignment.
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Road
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

Reference
R17-3903

Chainage (km)
8.5

Item

R17-3903

8.75

Drainage

R17-3904

8.89

Drainage

Assessment Comment
Start of C3 works. Design will need to match in with new
design section 6.1 km to 8.5 km.
Low spot on existing. Proposed location of culvert 01
good.
Scours observed at existing culvert.

R17-3904

9.0

Horizontal alignment

Proposed realignment location ok.

R17-3905

9.6

Drainage

Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3905

9.9

Surface

Culvert 02 in natural high spot. Realignment of the road
and changes to vertical alignment has invert levels
below natural ground levels. Additional inlet and outlet
works necessary to allow drainage structure to function.
Sandy clay road.

R17-3905

10.05

Surface

R17-3906

10.5

Drainage

R17-3908

11.4

Cut

Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3910

13.1

Intersection

Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3912

14.45

miscellaneous

Some corrugation otherwise reasonable running surface
below natural surface.
Drainage issues evident and site bogging up at
proposed location of culvert 3 - good drainage design.
Road is well below natural surface. Plenty of room
before natural surface falls away sharply beside road for
the proposed realignment.
Imanamuti turn off to be retained. Need to check cross
sections, how will it work with table drains? Need to
consider drainage and whether a small culvert would be
required. Could provide typical detail for matching into
tracks.
Road is just below natural surface.

R17-3912

14.6

Drainage

Water laying on road at proposed location of culvert 05.

R17-3913

15.3

Surface

Sandy silty material (loose) over/ washed down road.
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Road
Pickertaramoor
Rd

Reference
R17-3915

Chainage (km)
16.2

Item
Drainage

Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3915

16.3

Drainage

Assessment Comment
Start of worst section of road. Water on road ponding,
proposed design should fix this with lifting and drainage
to culvert.
Relief culvert at culvert 08.

R17-3916

16.6

Drainage

Water ponding, bog hole forming at culvert 09.

R17-3916

17.1

Drainage

Water ponding, bog hole forms at culvert 11.

R17-3917

17.4

Drainage

R17-3917

17.7

Drainage

Relief culvert, scours from water running down road
(proposed location of culvert 12 good).
Relief culvert (proposed location of culvert 13 good).

R17-3918

18.41

Drainage

Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3919

19.0

Drainage

R17-3921

20.1

Drainage

R17-3921

20.2

Drainage

Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd
Pickertaramoor
Rd

R17-3922

20.9

Drainage

Road well below natural surface (600-700 mm below)
however this is slightly exaggerated by windrows and
tapers off. Water is running down the road, resulting in
scouring.
Culvert 14 ok.

R17-3922

21.1

Surface

Laterite material.

R17-3923

21.6

Drainage

Water ponding, culvert 15 required.

Water ponding, bog hole. Proposed design lifting and
ensuring table drains offlets should address the
drainage.
Scouring down road below natural surface. Check if
proposed offlets are sufficient.
Well below natural surface.
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Road
Pickertaramoor
Rd

Reference
R17-3924

Chainage (km)
21.7

Item
Intersection

Assessment Comment
What is function of Road (RS11?) - is a new intersection
with realignment required? Is it a low use plantation
road?
Does DIPL have safety concerns for a cross
intersection? Otherwise, could realign approaches to
make cross intersection. Simpler to construct."
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Table 13 C3 ground truthing summary RS10 (College Road)
Road
Pickertaramoor Rd

Reference
R17-3925

Chainage (km)
0

Item
Miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
Start of RS10 CH 0.
Improvements to this section of road are based on
vertical geometry, which is resulting in larger fill
quantities.

Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3925

0

Drainage

Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3925

0

Alignment

All of sheet 36 - Section type not shown on drawing.
Type 1?
Vertical alignment chainage 0 to 0.4 km; can improve
vertical gradeline and flatten out at intersection.

Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3925

0.6 to 0.85

Drainage

Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3925
R17-3926
R17-3926

0.7
0.71
1

Drainage
Drainage
Drainage

Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3926

1.25

miscellaneous

Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3927
R17-3927
R17-3928
R17-3928
R17-3928
R17-3929

1.5
1.8
1.96
2.31
2.31
3.14

Drainage
Drainage
Drainage
Drainage
miscellaneous
Drainage

Remove crest between Ch. 0 and Ch. 125, increase
cut from Ch.125 to Ch.200.
Floodway extent to be shown as well as Type 1 Cross
Section on R17-3925.
Start of area showing water ponding. Culvert 17 ok.
Could not find existing culvert.
Water ponding. Proposed design to lift and grading
road and drainage should address.
Significant fill required along length of road around
1 km, this has been done to improve vertical alignment
as there is currently a dip then a crest (cut to fill).
Potential to start IP closer to crest with a steeper grade
(current proposed grade is 0.9%) to reduce amount of
fill. A grade up to 3% would result in minimal reduction
in speed.
Culvert 18 ok. Cut to fill along road ok.
Scours identified.
Culvert 19 ok.
Culvert 20 ok.
Cut to fill required as per proposed design.
Culvert 22 ok.
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Road
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd

Reference
R17-3930
R17-3930
R17-3930

Chainage (km)
3.5
3.75
3.9

Item
Drainage
Drainage
miscellaneous

Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd
Pickertaramoor Rd

R17-3931
R17-3931
R17-3931

4.2
4.356

Drainage
miscellaneous
opportunity

Assessment Comment
Culvert 23 ok.
Culvert 24 ok - Signs of water across road.
Road is currently sign posted to 40 km/h and this is
proposed to be removed. Should speed reduction into
the community be maintained?
Existing concrete invert at location of table drain outlet.
Start of seal.
Reseal School Roads.
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3.5.4

Paru to Threeways stage four (C4) constraints

Table 14 C4 ground truthing summary
Road
Paru road

Reference
R17-3981

Chainage (km)
0.525

Item
Drainage

Paru road

R17-3983

1.555

Alignment

Paru road

R17-3983

1.7

Alignment

Paru road

R17-3983

1.8

Alignment

Paru road
Paru road
Paru road

R17-3984
R17-3984
R17-3986

1.96
2.13
3.3

Alignment
Drainage
Drainage

Paru road
Paru road

R17-3986
R17-3986
R17-3987
R17-3987
R17-3987
R17-3990

3.47
3.6
4.5
4.5
4.95
5.9

Drainage
Drainage

R17-3992
R17-3992

7.2
7.55
7.8
8.5
8.55
9.35

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

Paru road
Paru road
Paru road
Paru road
Paru road
Paru road
Paru road
Paru road
Paru road

R17-3994
R17-3995

Miscellaneous
Drainage
Alignment

Miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
Overland flow ok. Stormwater drains to intersection,
then away.
Terrain hilly. Sharp crest drops away to the west so
cutting back into hill to east.
Batter slope steep. Guardrails required and noted in
proposed design. Fill for batter slope needs to be good
quality due to potential erosion of the 1 in 2 max
slopes. Existing material needs to be checked for
stability.
Steep incline in road, cross section type changes from
type 2 to type 3 which is warranted based on terrain
environment.
Proposed design changing back to type 2 as required.
Existing culvert in poor condition.
Existing culvert in poor conditions and too narrow for
the existing road geometrics.
Water ponding, poor drainage.
No cover over old culvert.
End of current construction works.
Old Gravel Pit.
Scouring to table drains and over pavement.
Realignment is proposed. For 4% super elevation and
100 km/h radius of 650 m is ok.
old gravel pit.
new bridge approach approx. (TBC)
New bridge alignment.
New bridge alignment.
New bridge approach approx. (TBC)
Old gravel pit.
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Road
Paru road

Reference
R17-3997

Chainage (km)
10.8

Item
Drainage

Paru road
Paru road
Paru road

R17-3997
R17-3998
R17-3998

11.1
11.21
11.18

Miscellaneous
Drainage
Drainage

Paru road

R17-3998

11.35

Drainage

Paru road
Paru road

R17-3998
R17-3999

11.7
12.05

Alignment
Drainage

Paru road

R17-3999

12.13

Drainage

Paru road

R17-3999

12.24

Intersection

Paru road

R17-3999

12.37

Miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
Evidence of flow of stormwater - scouring. 2 accidents
on this section. Bend is proposed to be realigned
which is required. For 4% elevation and 100 km/h
radius of 650 m is ok.
Gravel Pit.
Drainage check required to confirm offlets will suffice.
Existing culvert to be demolished. Condition is ok but
would not meet clear zone requirements.
Start of drainage problems heading back towards
barge landing. Existing problems probably due to lack
of formation on road but needs to be checked to
ensure drainage is addressed.
Required realignment.
Scouring along road down gradient, offlets required to
stop scouring.
Boggy section of road about 50 m long. Side-track to
east of road, above road formation. Design has road
raised through this area so should address.
Clearing around intersection required, as per proposed
design.
End of works on Paru Road.

Table 15 C4 ground truthing summary (Barge Access Road)
Road
Paru road
Paru road

Reference
R17-4000
R17-4000

Chainage (km)
0
0.15

Item
Intersection
Drainage

Paru road
Paru road

R17-4000
R17-4000

0.36
0.4

Drainage
Alignment

Paru road
Paru road

R17-4000
R17-4001

0.46
1

Drainage
Miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
Barge Landing Access road.
Intersection drainage OK. Table drain to natural
surface.
Scouring identified.
Curves in road but sign posted and reduced speed
(50 km/h) in proposed design so ok.
1 x 600 diameter existing culvert to be demolished.
Existing shed at this location. Is this to be retained?
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Road
Paru road

Reference
R17-4001

Chainage (km)
1

Item
Services

Paru road

R17-4001

1.02

Drainage

Paru road

R17-4001

1.03

Miscellaneous

Paru road
Paru road

R17-4001
R17-4001

1.03
1.1

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

Assessment Comment
Telecom - phone box - existing. Is this to be
retained?
Protection works in table drain downgrade to water
recommended.
Design for road barge ferry operations need to be
considered. Should there be a hardstand area?
Turning space for vehicles. Parking for vehicles as
people from Melville Island leave their cars on the
beach and hop onto the barge into Bathurst on foot.
Well-designed pontoon.
End of barge access road.
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3.5.5

Milikapiti Road constraints

Milikapiti Road was assessed on the road design requirements for a 2-lane sealed road
standard consistent with the standards adopted for the other primary roads on Melville Island.
Milikapiti Road is the classified as a Rural Secondary Road Class 4 in accordance with DIPL
Standard Drawing Number CS3003.
The design traffic adopted for the other primary roads is 200 VPD with 50% heavy vehicles and
an assumed growth rate of 2%, which is considered conservative, as advised during
consultation with stakeholders. The traffic on Milikapiti Road is estimated to be less and whilst it
functions as a connector between towns, it does not have the high level of heavy vehicle use
from the timber industry. By comparison, vehicles servicing plantation resources will typically
use other roads such as in the areas of Maxwell Creek and Pickertaramoor. However, there is
no traffic data available to make a reasonable estimate.
Milikapiti Road splits into a “high road” and a “low road” at chainage (CH) 20.9. These roads tie
back in at CH 26.45 kms before the intersection with the sealed road into town at CH 27.95.
Both roads were assessed during the site inspection. The low road is used to access a boat
ramp. The high road provides access to a rubbish dump and an old gravel pit that appears to be
used as a dumping ground for disused vehicles.

Figure 9

Milikapiti Road – High and Low Road (image from NR Maps, NTG)

Overall, the road is in poor condition with a lack of proper maintenance observed. It appears
that when maintenance takes place, the road is graded without provision of new material or
reusing material in the windrows, which reduces the gravel pavement thickness and lowers the
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formation height. Over successive years of maintenance in this manner, the road is now
typically flat (through the cross section) and below natural surface level. This is causing
drainage issues resulting in wheel rutting, pot holing, boggy areas and roughness as the
subgrade is exposed in some areas especially during the wet season. The quality of the
pavement gravel also contributes to the pavement failures and corrugations.
For unsealed roads, it is essential to have a planned Repairs and Maintenance program to
incorporate both routine and cyclic activities such as:


Opening grades following the wet season



Full maintenance grades when required



Grade water and roll to recover some material that is graded to the side of the road



Rip and recompact to recover the formation



Regravelling for gravelled unsealed roads



Regrading/clearing of open drainage lines

An overview of the road condition and findings is provided below for Milikapiti Road. Note that a
centreline was not provided, and chainages were therefore recorded from the vehicle trip meter
with chainage 0 taken from the intersection with Pickertaramoor Road near Threeways. A full
log of road constraints is provided in Appendix L.

Table 16 Milikapiti Road summary of inspection
Constraint
Road
formation

Description
Road is typically lightly
formed and below natural
surface level, with poor
crossfall in some areas.
This is leading to drainage
issues.

Photo
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Constraint
Scouring,
washouts
and
potholes

Description
Scours were observed
along the table drains,
down the centre of the
road and across the road.
Potholes have also
formed intermittently, also
down the centre of the
road.

Bog holes
and water
ponding

Several bog holes have
formed including multiple
large boggy sections (>
200 m) with deep ruts
across the full road width
where vehicles have
become bogged.
There are side-tracks that
traffic is using, up windrow
around the worse
sections.

Horizontal
alignment

The horizontal alignment
was generally satisfactory
for a gravel road standard.
Vegetation clearing is
required to improve sight
lines.
Should the road be sealed
and speed increased,
some realignments are
recommended to widen
the horizontal curve
radius.
.

Photo
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Constraint
Vertical
alignment

Description
The vertical alignment
was generally good with
the exception of access to
the “high road” which had
a steep, narrow incline
and road scouring down
the gradient.

High Road

High road has scouring
issues along jump up.
Narrow crest.
High road provides
access to car dump and
old gravel pit/ rubbish
dump.

Low Road

Low road has drainage
issues with significant
scours and washouts over
the road. Loose silty
sandy material washed
over road.
Low road provides access
to boat ramp.

Photo
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Constraint
Sealed
intersection

Description
Pavement is damaged at
the intersection of the
gravel road, sealed airport
road and sealed Milikapiti
road.
Seal width for Milikapiti
road is 6 m and is in poor
condition, there are
potholes and significant
edge breaks.
The airport access road
seal is 5 m wide and in
poor condition, edge
breaks, minor cracking
and badly stripped.

Community
pavement

Lack of maintenance over
the years has led to
pavement defects
including edge breaks and
potholing.

Photo
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3.5.6

Ranku Road constraints

Ranku Road was assessed on the requirements for an unsealed road. From the assessment of
the road conditions and most trafficked sections of the road, the road could be categorised into
two sections;


Section 1 – From the end of sealed road at the airport to the end of the services section
Ch 0.0 to Ch 9.4 (Road services the town dump, horticultural farms area and Power Water
Corporation assets (water supply and power station). The targeted carriageway width for
this section of road should be 9.0m consistent with Type B standard).



Section 2 – Remaining road to Ranku – Ch 9.4 to Ch 60 (Road mainly services the
Wurankuwu Outstation and Cape Fourcroy (proposed mineral sands deposits).). The
targeted carriageway width for this section of road should be 8.0m consistent with Type C
standard).

No traffic data is available for the road however, anecdotally it is considered a low trafficked
road with Section 1 the most travelled and much less for Section 2. There is a proposed mineral
sands mining development proposing to use the first 40 km of this road for access then
branching off onto the Cape Fourcroy Road for 30 km. Developments such has this will need to
be considered in the planning of the road as well as in negotiations with the Developers, MZL
Resources. TIRC advised that main export of the product is most likely via barge from the
beach.
Overall, the road is in poor condition with a lack of proper maintenance observed. It appears
that when maintenance takes place, the running surface is cut back and not graded with
provision of new material or reusing material in the windrows, removes the running surface and
lowers the formation height. Over successive years of this taking place the road is now typically
flat (through the cross section) and below natural surface level. This is leading to drainage
issues and roughness as the subgrade is exposed in some areas.
An overview of the road condition is provided below to assist in recommending road upgrading
works for Ranku Road. Note that a centreline was not provided for Ranku Road; chainages
were therefore recorded from the vehicle trip meter with Ch 0.0 taken from the gate at Bathurst
Island Airport. A full log of road constraints is provided in Appendix N.

Table 17 Ranku Road summary of inspection
Constraint
Road
formation

Description
Road is typically
unformed and below
natural surface level,
with poor crossfall.
This is leading to
drainage issues.

Photo
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Constraint
Scouring,
washouts,
potholing

Description
Scouring and washouts
were identified along the
length of the road.
Scouring is typical down
table drains.
There are significant
washouts across the
road which are
dangerous and may
lead to damaged
vehicles.
Road is very rough in
some sections
particularly in changes
in vertical alignment.

Bog holes
and water
ponding

Lack of drainage has led
to water ponding and
bog holes. Areas of soft,
loose material contribute
to boggy conditions
when wet.
There are multiple low
areas with water
ponding, including one
section about 300 m
long that had about
200 mm of water sitting
across the road.

Horizontal
alignment

The bend radius was
generally satisfactory for
gravel roads, however
vegetation clearing and
curve widening is
required to improve
sight lines.

Photo
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Constraint
Vertical
alignment

Description
There were some
undulating sections and
steep crests identified.
Scouring and narrowing
of the road contribute to
issues with vertical
alignment.

Existing
culverts

Near the community of
Wurankuwu, two
culverts 500 mm
diameter have little to no
cover and are damaged
with steel reinforcing
exposed at pipe end.
Table drains need to be
graded better to drain
properly.

Communit
y access

The first section out of
town provides access to
the rubbish dump and to
PWC’s assets (potable
water supply and power
station).
There are boggy
conditions, water
ponding, and water
across road, which
contribute to access
issues during the wet
season.

Photo
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Constraint

Miscellan
eous

Description
Power poles within the
road clear zone is also a
safety issue.
Several trees have
fallen across the road
which is a safety issue.
They should be moved
off the road.

Photo
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3.6

Stakeholder engagement

The following were consulted during the Project:


Tiwi Islands Regional Council (TIRC)



Tiwi Land Council (TLC)



Pickertaramoor College



Tiwi Plantation Corporation (TPC)



Tiwi Plantation Partners (TPP)



DIPL – Sam Hatzivalsamis



PWC – Remote Development



Telstra

The minutes of these meetings are available in Appendix P with the attendees and location of
the meetings summarised as follows:


TIRC were visited during the site inspection and a meeting was held with Valerie Rowland
(Chief Executive) and Saati Divekar (Civil Engineer).



TLC were visited in Darwin and the meeting was held with Gibson Illortaminni (Chairman),
Andrew Tipungwuti (Chief Executive Officer) and Murray Knyvett (Environment and
Resources Officer).



TPC’s contact details were provided by the Yapilika Forestry Centre during the site
inspection and a teleconference was held on the 17/03/21 with Mark Ashley (Chief
Executive Officer).



Tiwi Plantations Partners a teleconference was held on the 17/03/21 with Adin Jull.



Pickertaramoor College was visited during the site inspection and the GHD team was
introduced to the Principal Sila Pati. He was unable to talk at the time of the visit, however a
teleconference was held on the 17/03/21.



Sam Hatzivalsamis was consulted via teleconference after submission of the draft report.



PWC were consulted at the Ben Hammond Complex, Darwin.



Telstra were consulted at GHD’s office, Darwin.

The main issues from the engagement with the key stakeholders are summarised below:


Paru Road, Pirlangimpi Road, Pickertaramoor Roads were nominated as most important
with Milikapiti Road of lessor importance, although TLC has a contrary view in regard to
Milikapiti Road.



All stakeholders recognise the importance of the upgrading roads program, are supportive
and interested in assisting where possible to make it happen with workers, equipment,
workshops, and accommodation.



TLC wants the program to target 5 years not 10 years and Paru Road completed full length
using the NTG’s $15 M to complete the road. The Paru Road is seen as very important for
the college and stops people moving between the Islands, especially in emergency
situations where people need to get to Bathurst Island. TLC were of the opinion that road
upgrades would benefit everyone on the Islands when improved, especially for developing
the Forestry Industry.



The main areas of concern are as follows:
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–

Pirlangimpi Road
–

Rolla Plains area (i.e., 15kms section north of Forestry T/O – Maxwell Creek
area), below natural surface, drainage issues.
Rolla Plains area back to Threeways is another bad section.
Short section on road from Forestry T/O to Port (i.e., jumps near camp T/O).
From sealed bitumen section at Pirlingimpi, there is a problem for 1 to 2 km.

–
–
–
–

Pickataramoor Road
–

–

5km section before the College Road T/O is a problem section. Sandy
material.well below natural surface with drainage problems.

Paru Road
–

–

–

Problems this wet season and road is important as noted above.

Milikapiti Road
–

Section near 9-mile waterhole is poor (near sign for 9 mile) and sharp corner.

–

Flat flood out area heading towards the 3-Ways intersection.

Ranku Road
–

Section out from airport to the bore fields and farm area (10 km) consist of
washouts and has been poorly maintained.
At three-way intersection (Cape Fourcroy to Ranku) road gets flooded, clay
material and is not accessible when wet.
Good gravel along parts of Ranku Road.
Some blind spots and sharp corners.
Better maintenance (reforming, graveling, and clearing vegetation around blind
corners) would make a significant improvement.

–
–
–
–


Upgrading of the roads will support the following economic and social outcomes:
–

Expansion of the Cattle (Buffalo) Industry is planned for Melville Island proposed by
Balmoral Enterprises.

–

The Blowfly plant is being researched and could result in development of an industry.

–

Sand mining of Ranku Road but likely direct to barge.

–

Employment, training, and transferable skills that can be used on Tiwi Islands and on
other indigenous lands and communities.



There have been no controls on gravel and is of concern.



Lack of good road building materials and water resources (low flow rate and no sources off
Paru Road) will be a challenge for the project.



Traffic – General consensus on the consultant design figures were conservative with points
to note:
–

The TIRC does not have traffic counts.

–

Traffic during the wet is typically low (due to poor road condition) and in the dry season
is higher.

–

Traffic – rigid trucks and B-double used for transporting chips and logging to the Port:
–



Each harvest, TPC operate 2 harvesters with 1 truck to each machine.

–

2 x 12-hour shifts (10 trips / day).

–

100 heavy vehicles a day would be at peak harvest periods.

TPC have concerns about the overall management of the roads on Melville Island, and are
interested in maintenance contracts to be spread across the TIRC and themselves to have
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a greater capability in terms of resources and equipment which is limited with the smaller
organisations.


Forestry Accommodation Camps – It is a 140 persons camp and fully serviced. There is
potential for accommodation to be hired out depending on availability as TPC operations
would have priority during harvest:



Port. Melville accommodation. NT Port Marine usually only employs 4-6 people and have
capacity for 70 people is another option.

•

Sam Hatzivalsamis noted:
–

The 12D Model provided to DIPL is not compatible / corrupted and the department is
required to “manually” tie in the design.

–

DIPL are considering moving to an 8 m seal standard which does not match the design
(which is a 7 m seal).

–

PWC were provided the drawings in CAD Format by DIPL, however the status of this is
unknown.

–

Realignments of the road will likely prove challenging due to environmental and cultural
constraints.



PWC reported the rising main running beside Pirlangimpi Road at the community has been
abandoned. This means there is potential that the road can be realigned to minimise
disturbance on the power poles. Permission must be sought prior to any intention to have
this main removed.



PWC also advised consideration is not required for the connection of communities to a
single power station; power lines along the road corridor are not expected.



The NT Telstra representative was consulted with following points raised:
–

Generally, in areas of Fill, the Telstra cable beneath road works will not be a concern.
But contractors will need to be careful where there is cut, particularly in table drains.
There is also concern where cables run beneath the road at intersections.

–

Telstra should be notified / involved in services realignment works prior to construction.
Cables in areas of concern should be located by potholing and if cover is not sufficient
and realignment is required, then Telstra can provide a quote for the works.

–

Recommended depth of cover for fibre is 1.2 m deep. However, Telstra is willing to
accept less (copper is 0.6 m cover).

–

For locating of services, three locations should be tested at an intersection, in drainage
channel, and points where crossing road (one at start and end of area to be checked,
and one halfway in between).

–

Telstra cable continues down the existing Blue Water Creek where the new
intersection realignment is proposed. As per above, cables need to be located.

–

A Telstra cable marker was identified during the site inspection along the Port Access
Road at Pirlangimpi, however no Telstra services are shown in the design drawings.
The map provided by Telstra shows the cable on the eastern side of the port access
road. The location of the cable will need to be confirmed

–

Telstra cable markers identified in the field and shown on the design drawings indicate
there is Telstra cable at the northern intersection of the Port Road with Pirlangimpi
Road. However, the map provided by Telstra does not show any cable there. The
location of the cable will need to be confirmed.

–

When design drawings are finalised, they should clearly show Telstra cable particularly
where in cut and noted that contractors are required to take care.
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–

If relocation is required, minimum joints are to be used. Start relocation at the conflict
point through to end of conflict point.

–

Refer Appendix E for a map of the Telstra services at Pirlangimpi.
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3.7

Proposed Road Improvements

3.7.1

Pirlangimpi to Threeways stage one (C1)

Refer to Appendix G for a mark-up of proposed improvements to the current stage 1 design.
3.7.2

Pirlangimpi to Threeways stage two (C2)

Refer to Appendix H for a mark-up of proposed improvements to the current stage 2 design.
3.7.3

Pickertaramoor to Threeways stage three (C3)

Refer to Appendix I for a mark-up of proposed improvements to the current stage 3 design.
3.7.4

Paru to Threeways stage four (C4)

Refer to Appendix J for a mark-up of proposed improvements to the current stage 4 design.

Road Realignment C1 – C4
There are sections of road that are below natural surface requiring significant material volumes
to lift the road. Due to costs of earthworks, realigning the road such that it is built at natural
surface level and reducing the level of fill required was considered as a potential method to
reduce costs. Whilst reducing earthwork quantities would be an advantage, and having the
existing road remain open would improve safety with no detours provided, there are a number of
disadvantages associated with this:


Environmental and cultural risks with potential to disturb protected flora and fauna, or
sacred sites.



AAPA certificates or other land user agreements may be required if realigned road corridor
is outside of the current approved area.



The current alignment is typically following a ridge; realignments would therefore require
greater consideration to drainage and may require water crossings.



Clearing and grubbing, including stripping of the top soil will be required.



The current road should provide a firm base. Unsuitable material may be required to be
removed from realigned sections.



Existing road will need to rehabilitated.



Traffic volumes are low and management of construction under traffic will not be a problem.

DIPL required assessment of location where realignment may be more beneficial and cost
effective and GHD took this into consideration in the assessment. The potential realignment
sections are listed below:


Pirlangimpi Road - Ch 0.500 to 1.3 km
–



There are considerable advantages in realignment of the section to avoid relocation of
services and major drainage works to achieve a more cost-effective design.

Pirlangimpi Road - Ch 42.3 to Ch 46 km
–

This section is through undulating terrain with tight low speed horizontal and vertical
alignment signposted at 40 and 50 km/h. This section could have advantages in
improving the safety of the road by a higher speed realignment. In checking the aerial
photography of the area, one would be faced with bridging of at least 2 water courses
and the natural ground/ subgrade conditions are unknown. Intuitively, this realignment
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option will be more expensive to the design. However, it is suggested that further
easing of the alignment to achieve a consistent operating speed through this section
will improve safety and allow better construction traffic management with the widening
of the curves.
–



Pickertaramoor Road – Ch 16 to Ch 21.9
–



Note that (as per the WSP design report) it was decided that to avoid excessive
earthworks and removal of vegetation, to adhere as closely as possible to the existing
road alignment. Hence, the lower speeds and appropriate signage were incorporated
into the design
This section was identified by key stakeholders as being a problem section during the
wet season as the existing road is now well below natural surface. On checking the
aerial photography, the road is generally is on the ridge and there are plantations close
to the road over this section.

Generally, further realignment of the horizontal curves to a achieve the design speed is
recommended and there are no constraints that should impact the improvements in safety.

3.7.5

Milikapiti Road

It is proposed to upgrade Milikapiti road to a two-lane sealed road. To make consistent with the
proposed design elsewhere on Melville Island and align with the current DIPL standard:


9.0 m carriageway width, with 2 x 3.0 m lanes and a 7.0 m seal



Design speed of 110 km/h



Stormwater drainage standard of:
–

Cross drainage – road trafficable at Q10

–

Longitudinal drainage – Q5

Road formation width is generally good, however there are some narrower sections which will
need to be widened. Appropriate signage and horizontal realignment/curve widening will also be
required to help make safe due to the increased speed environment. Proposed realignment
locations are based on the road realignment provided by DIPL (assessment dated November
2020) and were investigated during the site inspection.
Due to the current drainage issues onsite, it is expected that the road will need to be lifted and
reformed. Table drains with outlets spaced minimum every 200 m are required. Drainage
structures (floodways and culverts) at low areas will also be required. The existing culverts will
need to be removed and replaced with additional and longer culverts to increase the capacity
and so the headwalls are outside of the clear zone. It is expected that lifting the road and
providing offlets will greatly improve the drainage of the site
A preliminary desktop assessment of the identified areas with drainage issues was undertaken
with aerial imagery and elevation data provided by Google Earth, to assess the drainage
requirements and whether only lifting and forming the road is required or a drainage structure is
required. There has been ground truthing carried out for visual identification of drainage needs.
For a breakdown of the proposed improvements on Milikapiti Road, refer to Appendix L.
Assessment of High Road versus Low Road
It is recommended that only one of the high and low roads are upgraded. Both options present
their own challenges, and consideration to the roads use and accesses off it will be required.
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Assessing both options against the other, the high road is the recommended option to be
maintained based on:


Shorter route by 0.5 km (High Road 5.1 km long and Low Road is 5.6 km long) resulting in
travel saving over the 27.95 km of the Milikapiti Road from Threeways intersection to
sealed Town Road intersection.



Will have less drainage issues and be easier to maintain then the low road due to the better
subgrade materials and less cross drainage requirements.



Cut to fill works in rocky material will be required to improve the jump up at the start of the
alignment. In comparison, the low route will have drainage issues due to the poorer quality
subgrade materials (sandy, silty clays) unless some significant work is done (drainage
structures and protection works) and it is likely maintenance will still be required more
regularly than the high road.



The high road provides access to the rubbish dump and car dump.



A magnitude of Cost has been provided for each (refer Section 4.1.4). The High Road is
more costly (High Road Cost - $12.902 million versus Low Road - $11.934 million, noting
the estimates are for Section Ch 20.9 km to Ch 27.95 km); however, the maintenance costs
will be reduced due to the drainage issues likely to persist on the Low Road.

The low road provides access to a boat ramp and an access track could be maintained up to the
boat ramp from the community, with the remaining length of road rehabilitated and abandoned.
3.7.6

Ranku Road

It is proposed to upgrade components of Ranku Road to improve safety and drainage, and
consequently flood immunity.


On a sample of measurements of the road cross sections, the trafficable width where there
was a defined formation varied from 5.6 to 6.2 m and on these sections the formation width
(invert of table drain to invert of table drain varied from 7.8 to 9.2 m). Other location where
road is flat bladed the width varied from 5.2 to 7.8 m. The cross-section width needs to be
considered in relation to the targeted 8.0 m wide carriageway for unsealed local road
unless a low standard is targeted such as a Pastoral Road Level 2 that requires a 6.0 m
carriageway.



The road is poorly maintained and was typically below natural surface with flat formation.
This meant water was not able to be shed away from the road, leading to ponding, bog
holes, and scours. An improved maintenance programme to lift and resheet sections of
road, providing suitable formation with appropriate crossfall and drainage offlets would
make a significant improvement to the road. There is material in the windrows that has
been graded from the road that may be reused to help provide formation.



There are also several boggy sections, water ponding or other areas identified as low
points and, in these areas, it is recommended to install a drainage structure e.g., a concrete
floodway.



Whilst horizontal curve radii were generally satisfactory, vegetation clearing on the inside of
the bends, and widening of the road formation around bends is recommended to improve
safety.



Some areas of undulating terrain, with unsatisfactory vertical alignment (steep crests) could
be cut down and formation width widened to improve safety.

For a breakdown of the proposed improvements on Ranku Road, refer to Appendix N
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4.

Scoping of Work Packages
4.1

Packages of Works

The four stages already designed for have been broken up into packages of work with an
estimated construction cost of $10 Million. In determining the packages of work for these roads,
the following was considered:


Visual assessment of the current road conditions as well as stakeholder feedback on road
conditions.



The degree of works required e.g. significant earthworks or services relocating.



Location of start and end chainages for each package e.g., start point within community or
intersection, or to finish along a straight section of road with decent visibility and run in to
existing to reduce speeds on return to gravel road.



Earthworks cut and fill volumes and whether they balanced or if there was a surplus of cut
required (to reduce stockpiling of cut material). This will vary depending on whether the
disturbed material is determined to be suitable for reuse. Based on the earthwork quantities
produced in the design, large volumes of cut material will require stockpiling.



The 2019 WSP design cost estimates for each section were used as a basis for indicative
costs per km and to size the initial; packages at around $10 Million. Cost estimates were
then undertaken for the packages, and the current package lengths adjusted based on the
outcomes of the estimates.
–

For the indicative costs per km refer Section 273.2.



In determining the cost estimates, cut/fill quantities have been determined based on the
drawing quantities which seem to have been based on the difference between the existing
surface levels and the finished design levels minus the pavement quantities. This provided
the best alignment with the quantities in the design report estimate GHD were provided.



The cost estimation of the nominated work packages has been undertaken in accordance
with the AG Cost Estimation Guidance – Guidance Note 2 ‘Base Cost Estimation’. The cost
for each package of works is provided beside the package description in the below
breakdown of works in Section 4.1.



The full cost estimate is provided in Appendix Q.

Review of the cost estimate against the previous WSP costs showed an increase in rate per
kilometres. For example. C1 was at a rate of about $1.34 M per km with 3% escalation whereas
the latest estimate (broken up into 3 sections for C1) has a rate per km of about $1.64 M. The
increase is due to the following:


Provision for the relocation of services has been included



Allowance for imported fill where there is an imbalance in the cut to fill quantities



Lime stablisation of the pavements



More packages will also increase costs due to moblisation and demobilisation.
–

It is noted that RLB have generally adopted the same rates as the previous estimates
for the establishment, demoblisation, on-going costs etc. have been generally
proportioned to the shorter sections.
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Pirlangimpi to Threeways stage one (C1)
Table 18 C1 Packages
Package No.

Chainage
from (km)

Chainage
to (km)

Length (km)

Package Features

Justification

C1-1

0/0

6.0 / 1.93

7.93

Shorter length of road
however expect cost per
km to be high due to
services relocating and
intersections.

C1-2

6.0

16.0

10.0

Commence at chainage 0 in
Pirlangimpi. Works include the
intersections at Pirlangimpi to Port and
barge landing, services relocating
around Pirlangimpi, and port access
road additional 2 km.
Continues from end of C1-1 over
relatively good quality section of road,
as currently maintained by forestry.

Start at chainage 6 km on
straight section of road,
beside potential gravel,
and water resource.

16,278
(WSP = 13.426)

C1-3

16.0

23.50

7.50

Relatively good quality section of road,
as currently maintained by forestry.

Ties into C1-2 and end of
Stage C1 by forestry
turnoff.

12,229

Sub-total

Magnitude of cost ($
Million)
With WSP indicative
cost.
13,108
(WSP = 10.741)

(WSP = 10.070)
41,615

Maps of packages for C1 are provided in Appendix K.
Note: Targeting a balance of cut/fill for sections C1-2 and C1-3 for construction efficiencies, it may be reasonable to combine the packages as C1-2 has
positive fill, but the latter section C1-3 has a negative fill balance resulting in excess cut material. However, this will drive the price of the packages well above
$10 Million as per the brief. C1-1 requires 18,603 m3 of imported fill, C1-2 requires 35,872 m3 of imported fill, C1-3 has $30,000 m3 of cut to be removed from
site. These quantities do not take into account any allowance for compaction for the cut quantities.
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4.1.1

Pirlangimpi to Threeways stage two (C2)

Table 19 C2 Packages
Package
No.

Chainage
from (km)

Chainage
to (km)

Length
(km)

Package Features

Justification

C2-1

23.5

30.5

7

Road in poor condition, forestry to
Rolla Plains area. Includes Yapilika
access intersections.

Approx. $10 Million package, Quantities cut/fill
balance.

Road in poor condition, Rolla Plains
area up to Maxwell Creek.
Significant drainage issues

End on straight section of road.

C2-2

C2-3

30.5

38

38

46.925

7.5

8.925

Road in very poor condition, Rolla
Plains area. Significant drainage
issues, some realignments

Splits poor section of road into two. If C2-2
and C2-3 is combined package size will be >
$10 Million
Tie into end of C2-2 and Threeways, and
covers worst of drainage issues along Rolla
Plains
Sub-total
Total Pirlangimpi Road

Magnitude of
cost ($
Million)
With WSP
indicative
cost.
11.436
(WSP =
8.815)
11.373
(WSP =
9.445))
14.435
(WSP =
11.239)
37,245
78,860

Maps of packages for C2 are provided in Appendix K.
Note: Targeting a balance of cut/fill for sections C2-1, C2-2 and C2-3 for construction efficiencies, it may be reasonable to combine the packages. But this will
drive the price of the packages well above $10 Million as per the brief. C2-1 requires 17,611 m3 of imported fill, C2-2 has 42,305 m3 of excess cut and C2-3
has 1,807 m3 excess cut. Again, these quantities do not take into account any allowance for compaction for the cut quantities.
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4.1.2

Pickertaramoor to Threeways stage three (C3)

Table 20 C3 Packages
Road

Package
No.

Chainage
from (km)

Chainage
to (km)

Length
(km)

Package Features

Justification

Pickertaramoor
Road

C3-1

6.1

15.8

9.7

Commences from end of existing
seal. WSP design commences
at chainage 8.5 km: gap of
2.4 km.

Divided the section of road from
chainage 6.1 km through to
intersection into two, to suit
package sizing.

Road condition is generally fair.
Road condition prior to
intersection is generally poor,
some sections well below natural
surface.

Chainage 15.8 km suitable
alignment to start/finish works.
College Road requires
significant earthworks which will
result in higher costs despite
being a shorter section of road.

Road condition fair to poor. The
worst section of road is from Ch.
16 to 21.9 (intersection) and
would be priority.

Intersections should be done in
unison for efficiencies with traffic
management, work methods,
safety.

Pickertaramoor
Road

C3-2

15.8 /
0

21.934 /
4.35

11.359

Magnitude of cost
($ Million)
With WSP
indicative cost.
13.502
(WSP = 12.482)

18.570
(WSP = 14.617)

Package incorporates road
RS10 from intersection through
to Pickertaramoor (sign posted
as College Road).
Total

32.072

Maps of packages for C3 are provided in Appendix K.
Note: C3-1 has a reasonable balance of cut to fill with 29,036 m3 of cut and fill and 7,225 m3 excess cut. C3-2 requires 52,732 m3 of cut and fill and 16,328
m3 of imported fill. Under the scenario of C3-1 being completed first by extending the seal from the existing seal from the Threeways intersection would mean
the worst section of Pickertaramoor Road (Ch 16.00 to Ch 21.9 km - last 5 0 Km prior to the intersection of College Road) would not be given priority.
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4.1.3

Paru to Threeways stage four (C4)

Table 21 C4 Packages
Road

Package
No.

Chainage from
(km)

Chainage to (km)

Length
(km)

Package Features

Justification

Paru
Road

C4-1

4.5 /
0 (Barge
landing)

12.37 /
1.1 (Barge landing)

8.97

Paru Road through to the
barge landing, excluding
the first 4.5 km currently
under construction and the
access to Paru Community.

Remaining works to
upgrade Paru Road after
4.5 km section under
construction is excluded.

Magnitude of cost
($ Million)
With WSP
indicative cost.
16.954
(WSP = 10,822 &
excludes bridge
works)

Includes New Paru Bridge
and realignment of
approaches (separate to
WSP design). Design
underway and will need to
match into existing road
design (Approx. Ch. 7.55
km to 8.55 km)

Maps of packages for C4 are provided in Appendix K.
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4.1.4

Milikapiti Road

The road was looked at broadly in terms of homogenous sections with significant changes in the road quality, formation and road width, pavement and
subgrade material, or specific items of concern such as safety or drainage issues recorded. These sections were then used to create “packages” of
work. Three packages are provided:


The first 9.2 km which was generally in fair condition



Chainage 9.2 to 20.9 km (start of high and low roads) which was in poor condition



High / Low road to the intersection Ch 20.9 to Ch 27.95 km. Note the high road is the recommended option as described in Section 3.7.5.

Table 22 lists the proposed discrete packages of work to upgrade the length of the road. It includes a package for the high route (M-H) and for the low
route (M-L). Additional details of scope of work are included in the road log. A map of the packages of works is provided in Appendix M.
For the purposes of this assessment, chainage 0 has been taken from the centreline at the southern intersection Threeways onto Milikapiti Road. Note
that the first 160 m is sealed and is not proposed to be upgraded.
Table 22 Milikapiti Road upgrade assessment
Package
M-1

M-2

Chainage
from (km)
0.16

9.2

Chainage
to (km)
9.2

20.9

Length
(km)
9.2

11.7

Characteristics

Scope of Work

Section of road in variable condition
however mostly good.
Some potholing scours in middle of
road and in table drains. Lightly
formed with running surface below
natural surface levels, leading to
drainage issues.
Sand deposits where material has
washed onto road.
There are some bends that if sealed
and higher posted speed may need
to be realigned. They are ok for
now.
Road deteriorates with significant
drainage issues.
Multiple large boggy sections of
road, with rutting across full width of

Lift formation,
resheet and
improve
drainage.
Seal to two lane
standard.

Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage

Primary
Justification
Reduce wet
season induced
restrictions and
ongoing
maintenance on
road

Magnitude of
cost ($)
14.322

Reduce wet
season induced
restrictions and
ongoing

18.342
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Package

M-H

M-L

Chainage
from (km)

20.9

20.9

Chainage
to (km)

27.95

27.95

Length
(km)

7.05

7.05

Characteristics

Scope of Work

road where vehicles have been
getting bogged.
Water ponding, pot holing and some
scouring.
Road narrows at culvert along a
bend and beside an intersection safety issue.
There are some bends that if sealed
and higher posted speed may need
to be realigned. They are ok for
now.
High Road to sealed intersection
Steep incline to access with scours
and narrow width.
There are some bends that if sealed
and higher posted speed may need
to be realigned. They are ok for
now.
Some potholing and drainage
issues – scours.
Road provides access to an old
gravel pit (rubbish dump?) and car
dump.

Seal to two lane
standard.

Low Road to sealed intersection
Drainage issues with significant
scouring down and across the
middle of the road in places.
Loose sandy material has washed
onto the road. Land slopes down
from “high road” towards river.
There are some bends that if sealed
and higher posted speed may need
to be realigned. They are ok for
now.

Widen and lift
formation,
resheet and
improve
drainage.

Widen formation,
and resheet and
improve
drainage.
Cut to fill from
east to west over
first 400 m, to
improve vertical
alignment.

Primary
Justification
maintenance on
road

Magnitude of
cost ($)

Safety; vertical
alignment and
narrow formation
with scours
further restriction
road width up
incline.

13.459

Reduce wet
season induced
restrictions and
ongoing
maintenance on
road

12.478

Seal to two lane
standard.

Seal to two lane
standard.
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Package
M-3

Chainage
Chainage
from (km)
to (km)
Intersection and
approaches- 27.95 km

Length
(km)

Characteristics

Scope of Work

Transition to seal road from gravel
at intersection to Milikapiti access
road and airport access road.
Widened intersection however there
is lack of line marking or signage,
and loose sandy material has
washed over the seal. Sight lines
are good.

Reseal pavement

Primary
Justification
Improve poor
pavement
condition

Magnitude of
cost ($)
0.422
($422,563)

Improve poor
pavement
condition

N/A

Seal width for Milikapiti road is 6 m
and is in poor condition, there are
potholes and significant edge
breaks.

M-4

Community roads

The airport access road seal is 5 m
wide and in poor condition, edge
breaks, minor cracking and badly
stripped.
Lack of maintenance of seal
resulting in potholing and cracking.
27.95 km into town.

Use the
construction
works on the
Milikapiti road as
an opportunity to
upgrade/reseal
the community
pavements.
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4.1.5

Ranku Road

The road was looked at broadly in terms of homogenous sections with significant changes in the road quality, formation and road width and road
subgrade materials, as well as specific items of concern such as safety or drainage issues recorded. These sections were then used to determine
priority sections of work or specific items to improve safety, or flood immunity and drainage concerns. High priority sections of road were marked as
requiring works to lift and improve drainage. Table 23 (below) lists the high priority works identified and proposed remediation. A map of the packages
of works is provided in Appendix O.
For the purposes of this assessment, chainage 0 has been taken at the gate across Ranku Road, beside the Bathurst Island Airport.
The estimates for Ranku Road have been assessed to the DIPL requirements of an unsealed road to bring to a conforming 6 m trafficable width and
8 m carriageway that is free draining above natural surface. An option to seal the first 4.6 km has also been provided and this is to a 6 m trafficable
width on 9 m carriageway.
As TIRC is expected to undertake these works, the cost estimate has been assessed with the works being undertaken using local plant hire and without
the need for design (i.e., works will be more consistent with a maintenance program) and mobilisation costs. Local contractors can be directed to the
priority sections and works will still involve widening the cleared width, widening and lifting of the formation, it will be to a lower standard with an
allowance of about 300 mm of compacted fill and a 150 mm gravel topping to 6 m trafficable width. Earthworks fill will be sourced from recovering
material from windrows, mixing with ripped subgrade material.
The cost estimates are conservative due to the unknown capability and capacity for TIRC to undertake the works (available plant locally, available
materials, workforce and expertise) and TIRC input should be sought.
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Table 23 Ranku Road upgrade assessment
Section

Chainage
to (km)
9.4

Length
(km)
9.4

Characteristics

Scope of Work

Primary Justification

R-1

Chainage
from (km)
0

Magnitude
of cost ($)
6,552,000

The first section out of town
provides access to the rubbish
dump and to PWC’s assets (potable
water supply and power station).
There are boggy conditions, water
ponding, and water across road,
which contribute to access issues
during the wet season.
Power poles within the road clear
zone is also a safety issue.

Drainage, safety

R-1.1

0

4.6

4.6

Drainage, reduced
maintenance

1,853,000

R-2

0.8

Concrete floodway.

Drainage

101,000

R-3

6.8

15,000

8.0

Remove vegetation in clear
zone
Vegetation clearing around
bend.

Safety

R-4

Safety

15,000

R-5

11.2

The first section out of town
provides access to the rubbish
dump. This is the most trafficked
section of the road and it was
observed that during the wet
season, access can be restricted to
the rubbish dump.
Water across road and laying in
roadway (floodway).
Road appears to narrow
(vegetation).
Better running surface but
vegetation closing in on roadway.
horizontal alignment - limited sight
distance & restricted by vegetation.
Horizontal Curve. OK alignment for
safety but vegetation needs clearing
to improve visibility.

Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (identify
low areas for floodways to
allow relief for water to cross
the road and grade out table
drains and offlets).
Realign road to improve
clear zone to 6 m, if other
services such as the water
main is not impacted.
Seal to two lane standard to
the rubbish dump (4.6 km).

Vegetation clearing around
bend

Safety

19,000
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Section

Chainage
to (km)
16.5

Length
(km)
2.3

Characteristics

Scope of Work

Primary Justification

R-6

Chainage
from (km)
14.2

Scouring across road leaving
significant erosion to road base and
rough running surface.
Vegetation built up around
horizontal bends.

Drainage, alignment

R-7

21.9

23.4

1.5

Crest with water running down table
drains and significant scouring to
the roadway. Limestone outcrops
along kerb and crest.
Road is flat bladed, with bog holes,
and narrows.

Drainage

685,000

R-8
R-9

24.6
30.0

31.25

1.25

Drainage
Drainage

101,000
574,000

R-10

31.2

Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets). In
sections of cut, improve
formation and drainage with
table drains and offlets
provided to drain roadway
and reduce scouring.
Vegetation clearing around
horizontal curves. Can
widen and lift at one end at
same time.
Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets). In
sections of cut, improve
formation and drainage with
table drains and offlets
provided to drain roadway
and reduce scouring.
Concrete floodway.
Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets).
Concrete floodway.

Magnitude
of cost ($)
1,044,000

Drainage

101,000

R-11

32.9

33.6

0.7

Drainage

327,000

R-12

36.3

38.5

2.2

Drainage, alignment

999,000

R-13

39.2

39.2

Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets).
Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets).
Cut to fill to improve vertical
alignment.
Vegetation clearing

Safety

15,000

Water on road. Low area.
Soft surface with water ponding and
bogginess in low area either side of
a rough higher sections.
Water ponding & bog forming, low
area (floodway).
Loose sandy material and bog hole
starting with road breaking up
extending about 100m.
Loose sandy material with road
breaking up, scours and washouts
leading to significant roughness.
Undulating terrain. Safety issues.
Two leg intersection (Tikilaru). Land
clearing to improve sight distance
required.
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Section
R-14

Chainage
from (km)
39.5

Chainage
to (km)
40

Length
(km)
0.5

R-15

39.5

R-16

44.1

51.3

7.2

R-17

44.2

44.5

0.3

R-18
R-19

45.6
51.3

R-20

56.6

Characteristics

Scope of Work

Primary Justification

Water ponding and potential bog
hole, scouring across road with
signs of water laying on roadway.
Water ponding and potential bog
hole
Water across road over long low
section (floodway)
Water ponding, alignment issues
horizontal and vertical, scours and
roughness.

Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets).
Concrete floodway

Drainage

Magnitude
of cost ($)
237,000

Drainage

101,000

Lift formation, resheet and
improve drainage (table
drains and offlets). In
sections of cut improve
formation with table drains
and offlets provided to drain
roadway and reduce
scouring.
Cut to fill to improve vertical
alignment.
Sealed floodway

Drainage, alignment

3,297,000

Drainage

546,000

Concrete floodway
Clear vegetation around
bend and widen
Repair culvert and improve
cover, grade table drains
towards culvert.

Drainage
Safety

101,000
15,000

Drainage

53,000

Water across road over long, flat
low area.
Water ponding in low area
Road curves (OK) with clearing of
vegetation & widening
Two culverts 450 mm diameter
RCP in close proximity to each
other. Culverts have little to no
cover and are damaged with steel
reinforcing exposed at pipe end. No
headwall. Table drains need to be
graded better to improve drainage.
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5.

Advice on Next Steps
5.1

Planning and Approvals

AAPA
For the designed roads, Pirlangimpi, Paru and Pickertaramoor Roads, and Milikapiti Road,
AAPA Certificates are in place and the conditions shall be met by the contractors during the
roadworks. This includes the concept design for the Paru Crossings and proposed realignment.
Any roadworks undertaken on Ranku Roads will require an AAPA Certificate.
Environmental
An Environmental Impact Assessment has been completed for Paru Road and is with the NTEPA for approval. NT EPA have placed submission of Paru Road Biodiversity Survey out to
public comment with outcome anticipated early August 2021.
For Pirlangimpi, Pickertaramoor and Milikapiti Road, an environmental impact assessment is
also being developed and is expected to be finalised mid-year (2021). This will enable the NT
EPA to assess the environmental risks, and position contractors such that an environmental
management plan framework can be developed to manage and mitigate risks.
Tiwi Land Council
Land User Request Forms are required to be submitted to and approved by the Tiwi Land
Council prior to works commencing. This includes works to provide water collection points
(bores, access tracks, surface water collection) and gravel resources (pits, access tracks).
Approval is also required for additional realignment works including the Paru Bridge works and
clearing works for construction to commence.
Services
High level discussion with the PWC Remote Development team has taken place to notify them
of the planned works and the design impacting their Assets was raised. Further liaison will be
required, with initial discussion at concept level recommended prior to providing PWC with the
detailed design incorporating the relocated services.
Telstra were engaged to discuss the proposed road works and the current design clashes with
services. Prior to construction, locations of Telstra Cable around Pirlangimpi shall be
determined by potholing to confirm if there are clashes with the design. Potential changes
should be discussed with Telstra to provide an optimal solution for all parties involved.

5.2

Technical Investigations

The drainage requirements of Milikapiti and Ranku Roads have only been identified at a broad
conceptual level and a more detailed assessment will be required to confirm locations and types
of floodways, and drainage structures and capacity.
Detailed design of Paru Bridge will be required and will need to tie into the current designed
road. This is currently at concept level.

5.3

Resources (Sand, Gravel, Water, Rock and Aggregates)

DIPL have initiated further geotechnical investigations to confirm suitability and quantities of
gravel material is available for the roads upgrading program and determine what is required to
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process the natural gravels to meet specification requirements. This will also assist in mitigating
project cost risk.
Areas that are currently identified as suitable for gravel pits fall within the boundaries of the
AAPA Certificates for construction. Additional areas identified as suitable for materials shall be
approved by the local landowners and all clearances, licences and permits required shall be
provided before works begin.
A comprehensive water resources investigation was undertaken by TGS as described in
Section 2.8.2. Options for water sources were provided with several nominated locations for
new bores to be drilled and to access surface water. The bores cannot be drilled until the EIA
biodiversity survey is complete, and the NTEPA approve the findings. Land user request forms
(LURF) to drill new bores and provide access tracks and withdraw from surface water points
were submitted to the TLC in 2020. All the proposed bores have been approved, and all the
surface water sources are approved except Taracumbi Falls, which is located within an RWA.
The Traditional Owners conditions for approval were that hand pumps are provided at every
bore drilled, and the track at Taracumbi Creek is regraded (as it has severely eroded DIPL have
identified the need for additional drainage requirements). To manage each discrete package,
DIPL will still ask contractors to identify water sources in their LURF permits for TLC approval
for each contract.

5.4

Stakeholder Engagement



A workshop to the discuss the report findings will be required to obtain the support of the
TLC and TIRC in terms of the packaging of the works and agreeing the priority of delivering
the works.



GHD can consult on Milikapiti Road which seems to be low risk in terms of services and
Ranku Road which has services issues over the first section of the road to Ch 9.4 km.

5.5

Design Documentation

 Once the priorities have been agreed DIPL will be required to progress the finalisation of
the design packages based on GHD’s review of the designs for Paru Road, Pirlangimpi Road
and Pickertaramoor Road. Due to the damage to the roads during the last wet season it is likely
survey levels will have changed. It is recommended that survey checks against the original
designs be undertaken or that this is incorporated in the construction contracts.
 For Milikapiti Road, survey and concept design could be progressed depending on funding;
In the meantime, TIRC will need to address the urgent deficiencies under maintenance.
 For Ranku Road report to be given to TIRC for programming and undertaking works within
their current funding.
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